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ABOUT THE COVER.
Stark raving changes. Behind the queue of the 
most prestigious awards, the Long Maroon Line 
grows a thousand fold stronger with its extraordi-
nary cadets, upholding the superlative amount of 
discipline and showcasing par excellence towards 
the highest virtue of leadership and public service- 
along with the hierarchy of Justice, Integrity and 
Service. All of which the Philippine National Police 
Academy is the sum total.



Kalasag has been part of the life of every cadet and 
alumnus of the Philippine National Police Academy. And 
what is it for the Corps Publications if there is no issue of 
this magazine? The craftsmanship of its writers and the 
creativity of its illustrators manifest the fact that a cadet 
is a portrait of a multi-talented individual. He or she is not 
perfect, yet they can be somebody’s paragon.

The Corps Publications where cadets lay their opinions 
and publish their thoughts is free from criticism. Fear does 
not inhibit anyone to express their own selves. Hence, this 
magazine projects the silver lenses of every cadet or officer 
inside the walls of the Academy without constraints.

As the current Officer-in-charge, I am grateful to have 
taken part in beginning the new cycle of the publications. 
As Plato had said, “The beginning is the most important part 
of work,” thus, taking off from Kalasag is noteworthy. We 
are starting the grind to accomplish more. It is my fervent 
hope that the readers will have a great time indulging the 
entire magazine! Also, I am congratulating all members of 
staff for a job well done!

MESSAGE FROM THE OIC



PCPT MARCILLE MANGUIOB MANZANO
OIC, Corps Publications



MAKE IT 
HAPPEN.
CREATE A 
LEGACY.

CDT 1C IRISH ADRIANNE G GUMARU
Editor-in-Chief, Kalasag Magazine



Being an Editor-in-
Chief was neither a dream 
nor a fantasy to me. I never 
imagined myself to become 
head of a school organ 
much more in leading the 
publication of the premier 
institution for Public Safety 
Officers. But since I became 
a cadet, I already started to 
believe that God has a plan 
for me and it is His will that 
led me in this situation - 
the opportunity to create a 
legacy. 

There is never a shortcut 
on reaching our dreams 
and establish a legacy in 
just one simple package. 
Most dreams are not easy 
to attain and it goes the 
same way in creating a 
legacy. It requires courage, 
determination and 
overcoming           negativity. 
In the early stages of 
our dream, we do not 
immediately realize its 
impact and significance. 
But our willpower and best 
shot will make them real 
which could then leave a 
mark that will last forever. 

KALASAG Magazine 
Academic Issue with the 
theme Recasting the 
Maroon Hue is the first issue 
of the Corps Publications 
for this Academic Year, 
which revolved in the idea 

of CHANGE recognizing the 
fact that the only constant 
in this world is change. The 
Philippine National Police 
Academy has become more 
refined, versatile, molding 
a CADET CORPS that is 
stronger. From a stereotype 
point of view, this is just 
the beginning. But these 
extraordinary steps have 
been the origin of making 
the extraordinary LEADER 
even if changes at some 
points might be difficult, 
but they are necessary 
towards a more refined 
success.

Traditions, teachings, 
experiences and knowledge 
accumulated over past 
generations handed to the 
succeeding generations 
manifest the evolution of 
the Long Maroon Line. So as 
to this magazine, Recasting 
means to change the form 
of something that seemed 
to be the inspiration of the 
publication to eventually 
change the usual and 
traditional publication’s 
magazine.

Since what we 
always wanted is to offer 
something new and create 
an impact to our readers, 
the whole staff has invested 
sleepless nights and went 
overtime just to come 

up with this project. That 
though this is just an extra-
curricular effort, everything 
that we have sacrificed for 
this magazine came from 
our love to this Alma Matter.  

I understand that this 
first issue is a crucial step 
towards public appreciation 
and acceptance, but the 
publication just wants the 
readers to be informed 
on the Academy’s vision, 
values, culture and purpose. 
The toughest part of any 
undertaking is the point 
when you know you are 
going somewhere and yet 
you do not know how to get 
started. How people start 
things eventually dictates 
a trend towards success 
that will impart a legacy 
or failure that will surely 
imprint a scar.  

As you start reading, all 
our hardships have ended 
and towards the journey 
of par excellence, we head. 
Amidst the hurdles we 
encountered, we triumph.

And it shall henceforth 
be known as the start of 
a legacy - Recasting the 
Maroon Hue.

Enjoy!

EDITOR’S NOTE



How kantian ethics 
teach cadets to be 
H O N O R A B L E

Kantian ethics, according to 
the Standford Encyclopedia 
of Philosophy, refers to a 
deontological ethical theory 
ascribed to German Philosopher 
Immanuel Kant. The theory is 
based on the view that the only 
innately good thing is a good 
will. An action can only be good 
if the maxim or principle behind 
it is duty to the moral law. This 
law gives emphasis on moral 
absolutism where there is at least 
one principle that should never 
be violated.

Cadets of the Philippine 
National Police Academy are 
bounded to become morally 
absolute. Moral absolutism in the 
Academy speaks of the Honor 
Code-a rule of law that should 

never be violated. It implores 
cadets not to lie, cheat, steal, nor 
tolerate those who do. The Honor 
Code has been a guiding principle 
to all cadets who stepped on the 
grounds of PNPA. To preserve 
its sanctity, it is protected by the 
Honor System to make sure that 
the Honor Code will never be 
violated. 

The Academy breeds leaders 
who have high regard to 
excellence, competence and 
professionalism.  Aside from 
the knowledge and skills being 
focused on during the training, 
cadets are honed to display the 
highest standards of justice, 
integrity and service. The ideals 
of the Academy to cultivate the 
character and moral values of the 

cadets are made possible through 
the existence of the Honor Code 
and the Honor System. 

The Honor Code, “We the 
cadets do not lie, cheat, steal, nor 
tolerate among us those who do” 
is compliant to four tenets; lying, 
cheating, stealing and tolerating. 
These four tenets of the Code 
transcend in all ranks and classes 
because no one is over and above 
the system. The Honor System 
provides sanctions necessary to 
preserve the sanctity of the code, 
however, it should never be used 
to ferret out violations.

The First Tenet: Cadets do not 
lie. Lying is defined in the PNPA 
Honor Code and Honor System 
Pamphlet of 2015 as making an 

Cdt 1C Sheriza Jane Salazar
Chairperson, Honor Committee
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assertion that is contrary to the 
truth with the intent to deceive or 
mislead. This deceitful assertion 
may be through oral, written, 
or clearly communicated by a 
gesture of a cadet. In all dealings 
with others, a cadet tells the truth 
regardless of any consequences. 
He keeps his word as his bond 
and it is expected that every 
cadet’s word is accepted without 
challenge. He does not quibble 
and will never make evasive 
statements. 

On Kant’s view based on the 
moral law, he distinguished 
between perfect and imperfect 
duties. A perfect duty speaks on 
the duty not to lie, to always hold 
true; an imperfect duty allows 
flexibility because we are not 
required to be completely honest 
at all times, but may choose the 
times and places which we are.  
With this, cadets are obliged 
to execute the perfect duty at 
all times and that is to tell the 
truth and nothing but the truth. 
Even if they leave the Academy, 
they should remain truthful and 
honest. 

The Second Tenet: Cadets 
do not cheat. Cheating is the 
act of intentional receiving of 
undeserved credit or unfair 
advantage. It includes aiding 
others to cheat or attempting to 
do the same. Cadets, as one of 
the chosen few should never take 
undue advantage and every credit 
he earns in any activity should 
be his own. Further, cheating 
is defined as any deceitful or 
fraudulent attempt to elude rules, 
standards, practices and norms 
to gain an unfair advantage or to 
protect someone who has done 
so. According to Sparknotes: 
Grounding for the Metaphysics 
of Moral, Kant’s formulation of 
humanity states that as an end 
in itself humans are required 
never to treat others merely 
as a means to an end. Means 
to an end refers to any action 
carried out for the sole purpose 
of achieving something else or 

gains. Cadets too are required 
never to cheat for the purpose of 
taking undue advantage for their 
personal gains because it would 
be their defining glory to join the 
glorious rank of the Lakans and 
Lakambinis, without deceiving 
anyone.  

The Third Tenet: Cadets do not 
steal. Stealing is expressed as 
the intentional depriving others’ 
property or service without the 
permission of the owner. In plain 
and simple language, a cadet does 
not take any personal property 
of another person without the 
latter’s consent. He does not keep 
for himself anything that he finds 
that does not belong to him. One 
of the worst factors to weaken 
the trust and respect among the 
cadets is theft. The cadets are 
dictated by sense of honor and 
good judgment which demand 
that he acts as true leader not 
only in his words but particularly 
in deeds. According to Kant, 
stealing is considered to be 
always immoral, even if done for 
the well-being of others and even 
if it does in the end promote such 
good. Cadets who are expected to 
become righteous officers, should 
instill this tenet in order not to be 
corrupted by the service. 

The Fourth Tenet: Cadets do 
not tolerate. Tolerating is the act 
of allowing someone to commit a 
violation of the Honor Code such 
as lying, cheating or stealing. This 
includes the deliberate failure to 
report a suspected violation of 
the Honor Code. This fourth credo 
dictates that cadets, as naturally 
honorable, are bound to report 
any breach of the code to be able 
to maintain the highest standard 
of Honor within the cadet corps. 
Therefore, Honor system must be 
firm and definite in expressing 
its purpose – to develop cadets 
of honor and integrity as 
foundation of an upright society. 
As mentioned earlier, moral 
absolutism stands in contrast to 
consequentialism which holds 
that the morality of act depends 

on the consequences or the 
context of the act. Cadets who 
fall prey to this idea often opt 
to tolerate cadets whom they 
witnessed violating the Honor 
Code because they believe that 
the violator of the first three 
tenets are responsible for the 
consequences of their own 
actions. As future law enforcers, 
it will be their responsibility to 
never tolerate violators of the law. 

Furthermore, the spirit of the 
Honor Code and Honor System is 
guided by two basic questions a 
cadet must seek to answer: Do I 
intend to deceive; and do I intend 
to take undue advantage. If the 
answer is “No” to both questions, 
he is doing the honorable thing. 
These questions are associated 
to Kantian principle which is also 
guided with two questions: (1) 
Can I rationally will that everyone 
acts as I propose to act? If the 
answer is no, then we must not 
perform the action; (2) Does my 
action respect the goals of human 
beings rather than merely using 
them for my own purpose? Again, 
if the answer is no, then we must 
not perform the action.  

The Honor Code and Honor 
System is obviously guided by 
the Kantian Ethics. But the PNPA 
Honor Code and the Honor 
System will forever be distinct and 
exclusive to the cadets because 
these define them as true leaders 
with Honor and Integrity. The 
Honor Code and Honor System 
is not merely a statement being 
memorized and uttered in the 
mess hall, academics building or 
during evening prayer. Hence, it 
should be deeply embedded on 
the hearts and minds of every 
cadets making it their “way of 
life”. 
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PNPA offers students extraordinary benefits 
not found in just an ordinary college experience. 
Whatever career, cadets or otherwise, a student 
plans to pursue, entering the Philippine National 
Police Academy provides a foundation of leadership 
and confidence that lasts a lifetime.

For those aspiring to serve in the tri bureau, the 
Cadet Corps Philippine National Police Academy 
is one of the best in the nation that equips cadets 
with the essential skills to become officers of the tri-
bureau.

Character development and principled leadership 
permeate all aspects of cadet life. PNPA is also 
known as the center for academic excellence. 
Justice, Integrity, and Service oversees a four-year 
leadership development course model which 
integrates leadership training into the cadet 
curriculum and teaches cadets the value of integrity 
and moral character in everyday life. Cadets live their 
lives according to the honor code, and they learn the 

importance of ethical behavior in all their endeavors. 
Through an emphasis on character, selfless service 
and the discipline to face challenges and persevere, 
The academy molds individuals into leaders.

By mastering discipline and the ability to work as 
a team, cadets cultivate core life skills. Living and 
working together, cadets develop a camaraderie 
with their classmates early on and an understanding 
of the value of teamwork that will serve them well in 
their post-graduate lives. Learning discipline is the 
first building block in the foundation of a person’s 
work ethic. With a 24-hour schedule that allots time 
for sleeping, meals, physical training, classes, cadet 
duties, and homework, cadets graduate as experts 
in time management and multitasking.

In addition to promoting a healthy lifestyle, physical 
fitness helps develop a well-rounded individual and 
improves academic performance. The Academy 
recognizes the value of physical activity and requires 
cadets to meet fitness standards and to participate 
in regular physical training. Division I athletics and 
club sports provide additional opportunities to 
foster teamwork in a competitive environment.

After experiencing being a cadet here at PNPA, 
graduates succeed in diverse fields of endeavor 
because of the unique foundation they gain as 
undergraduates. The people appreciate and value 
Lakans and Lakambinis because of their background 
and their potential. Through character development, 
principled leadership, teamwork, discipline and 
physical fitness, pnpa graduates succeed because 
they know what it takes to meet a challenge in any 
field.

WHAT THE
ACADEMY CAN 
OFFER MORE 
THAN JUST 
TRAINING

Cdt 1C Sheena Marie O Bautista
Regimental Academic Chancellor
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How do we maintain

DISCIPLINE?
Discipline is a character in action. It is a 

concept that everyone is aware of, but few 
truly understand. 

An individual’s mental strength, and 
persistent will to defy or pursue something 
is the core of discipline. Discipline 
encompasses every aspect of life such as 
work, health, learning, interaction and belief. 
Its absence results in failure in everything 
that an individual does. According to Rule 
V, Section 1 of the Maroon and Gold Book 
of the Philippine National Police Academy 
(PNPA), discipline is an individual or a group 
attitude that ensures prompt obedience to 
orders and the performance of appropriate 
action at all times even in the absence of 
any instruction and order. This definition of 
discipline serves as the standard to which 
every cadet of the PNPA lives.

 
PNPA is a training ground for molding 

young, yet promising public safety 
officers with a particular level of high 
discipline. It is the important substance of 
a cadet’s personality, which is translated 
to credibility, and eventually, integrity. 
It forms part of every cadet’s training to 
render obedience, respect for, and loyalty 
to properly constituted authority under 
all conditions. Cadets’ discipline is also 
manifested in proper decorum, crispness 
of uniform, orderliness of equipment 
or quarters, respect for authorities, and 
prompt execution of lawful orders. In the 

Cadet Corps, the “upper-class system” 
plays a vital role in maintaining discipline. 
The behavior of a lower class cadet is a 
reflection of either the failure or success 
of an upperclassman’s indoctrination. It 
is a system in which upperclassmen are 
empowered to reinforce the academy’s 
expectations, which are highly effective 
in the character development of the 
underclassmen. In leading discipline by 
example, upperclassmen need to be aware 
of their conduct and behavior as they are 
looked up by their underclassmen. 

Preferential treatment is never given 
to a cadet based on position, popularity, 
familiarity or past performance. Cadets 
follow a process in maintaining discipline. 
It is called the “reporting system”. It 
empowers upperclassmen to impose the 
necessary on-the-spot corrective actions 
on erring cadets. They could also direct 
the squad leader of the erring cadet to 
report the violation of the member so 
that a preventive, corrective or supportive 
measure is imposed. In this system, the 
lower class’ apprehension that a scrutinizing 
upperclassman is always around keeps 
everyone on track of appropriate behavior, 
at all times.

Discipline is also measured in terms of 
delinquency reports issued. In the world 
of fair and objective practice, the more 
delinquency reports issued to a cadet 

Cdt 1C Enrico R Reyes
Regimental Cadet Conduct Policy Board
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would mean the more failure to align 
the self with the academy’s protocol. It is 
a reflection of the upper class’s inability 
to display command responsibility. The 
violation is treated by metered and 
consistent disciplinary actions in the 
form of punishment tours, hard labor, 
confinement in the barracks and forfeiture 
of privileges. At times, suspension, turn 
back and dismissal for grave offenses are 
administered. Now, who would not think 
twice before committing violation and 
doing away with the standard of conduct 
being enforced?

The Cadet Conduct Policy Board (CCPB) 
is involved in maintaining discipline. It is the 
primary implementing body that oversees, 
examines and recommends sanctions 
to cadet infraction of CCPNPA rules and 
regulations. Any cadet who has observed 
a violation, supported by evidence, is 
encouraged to draft a recommendatory 
report to the Senior Tactical Officer (as the 
OIC of the CCPB) through the regimental 
commander. The organization is also in-
charge of supervising cadets sanctioned 
for violation of the ruling class policy. It 
sees to it that violators are observing their 
awarded punishment tours, confinement 
period, hard labor and forfeited privilege 
with the aid of the honor committee 
representatives. Additionally, the CCPB is 
created to go against discipline and conduct 
violators. That is why the members distant 
themselves from the upper class or lower 
class to avoid influencing decision making. 
It is worth noting that members of CCPB 
are not exempted from sanction because 
they could be subjected to dismembership 
due to the commission of Class I (grave) 
and Class II (serious) offenses.

Despite the presence of CCPB, I, Cadet 
Lt. First Class Enrico Rosario Reyes, as 
the Chairman of the Board, believe that 
self-discipline will always be the torch in 
this exemplary vocation. Everyone plays 
a significant role in sustaining discipline 
in the Cadet Corps. We are expected to 
be role models under the doctrine of 
leadership by example. All cadets shall 
promote discipline and the standards of 
deportment as the noble tradition of the 
Cadet Corps Philippine National Police 
Academy.  

13



Over the years, the PNPA has 
transpired and existed among other 
service institutions in our country 
with a primary goal of producing 
new leaders every single year which 
the State is hopeful to be catalysts 
of change. Several generations have 
created various arrays of traditions 
that have been instilled, assimilated, 
or transformed the academy in a 
way that molded and honed the 
cadet corps.

Recently, more and more 
facets of transformation waved 
the equilibrium most members 
thought were already ideal; but 
then changes at some points might 

be difficult, but they are necessary 
towards a more refined success. 
The idealism has transpired into 
applicable resolves, discipline 
became the bulwark of character 
development, and command 
responsibility became the spirit of a 
new breed of leadership.

This is the Philippine National 
Police Academy, a more refined, 
more versatile, and stronger CADET 
CORPS. From a stereotype point 
of view, this is just the beginning… 
BUT these extraordinary steps 
have been the origin of making the 
extraordinary LEADERS…

SLOW DRILL PLATOON LEADER SILENT DRILL COMPANY COMMANDER
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MISTAKES:

It is inevitable to commit mistakes, much 
more so if being put in rough waters. As a 
matter of fact, most of us unfold with our 
worst traits when facing unforeseen events 
that eventually reveal how unprepared we 
are. However, it is in these moments that 
new leaders are born, discovered, and even 
propel. As a member of the group, we are 
expected to follow and obey the rules and 
regulations we oath to adhere until such 
time that we are no longer part of it. They 
say that in an organization there should just 
be one leader, but I say it is not true. There 
are different ways to be one and to lead 
without expecting something in return 
is the noblest of them all. It is through 
becoming a role model. As a cadet, we 
live and act on what our rank dictates us 
to be but, to lead as an example to your 
classmates or colleagues has never been 
forbidden. By doing all the simple acts 
the right way, the proper way, you do not 
just make the organization a little better, 

you also make yourself worthy of utmost 
respect. So lead without dictating people 
not to do, don’t just be hungry for power 
and position to do the right thing today, 
and most especially understand the very 
core of the word discipline; for it is in the 
simple acts that creates a habit, and the 
simple habits that create your personality.

Aspiring to be the head of a prestigious 
group in the academy does not only take 
courage but also dedication. Every drop of 
sweat means passion you inculcate, every 
pain is a strength earned. Responsibility 
means more burden, but burden means 
a bigger avenue to prove self-worth. To 
be worthy of being entitled as the leader, 
ascendancy comes into play through 
months of setting an example, earning 
respect through shared good times and 
bad moments, and most of all making 
the right decisions and playing the vital 
role of becoming the pillar of justice and 
equilibrium among all members of the 
group.

REGIMENTAL COMMANDER
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FAILURE:

Failure or for cadets also known as 
“caution” is an almost day to day word or 
thing that we hear from the start of our 
cadetship up until the one thousandth 
day that we step foot on the very grounds 
of the academy. It is one thing that 
sometimes drives us crazy. However, in 
failures comes an unspoken reality that we 
still need to learn something and still has 
a room to improve ourselves. We always 
want to strive hard to be able to perfect our 
acts but still things happen. Building other 
facets of ourselves will never go down 
the drain when we change and capture 
something from the very cautions we are 
trying to get away from and that is with 
the proper mindset. Our body is trained to 
react on how we train our brain to perceive. 
We need to realize and internalize that life 
is never easy and that we are bound to be 
better as our days of living in this world 
continues. A pessimist would say that we 
don’t need to do anything valuable and 
noble because we all just die in the end, 
but a person with proper mindset will 

argue that we all die but at least in this 
life, in our short stay in this world and in 
this academy in particular, we made a 
difference. Now is the time to become 
leaders of failure. Failure is the only way to 
become refined and transformed. It might 
be true that we don’t get punished in all 
the wrong acts we committed however a 
person’s understanding of the world and 
personality is never about other people, 
IT IS ABOUT YOU. Attitude is what others 
think you are; PERSONALITY is who you 
are. You are the only person who knows if 
you have learned something and you don’t 
need other people’s approval to become 
a better version of yourself. Leaders are 
great not because people follow them 
but because of who they are; the way they 
carry themselves, the way they compose 
themselves in troubled times, and the way 
they accept responsibility, accountability, 
and most especially failure. People fail all 
the time, but not all people have the balls 
to accept them and become resilient. 
In our local dialect it is said “Laging May 
Panahon Para Bumawi”.

BEST MOOTER FOR ELIMINATION ROUNDS
National Moot Court Competition
on International Humanitarian Law
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WISDOM:

To be able to leave a legacy or a name 
to the academy that have honed us, we 
have to realize that at the end of the day 
it is the simple things that we do that 
define us and not the things that we have 
greatly accomplished. The time, effort, and 
dedication we impose on to ourselves for 
the benefit of others are the most difficult 
tasks that we can attain. To correct past 
errors like altering what already happened 
is something that we cannot do, neither is 
changing what others think of us when we 
are still here. Our time is almost over but the 
chance of redeeming ourselves can start 
today. It is now or never. Start by pushing 
ourselves to transform for the better, to be 
better versions of ourselves, and to leave 
a lasting trademark of inculcating the 
change that we had always dreamed of 

when we were still plebes. “Ber months” 
are already facing us like a mirror giving 
us a glimpse of our bright future to serve 
and the privilege that only the chosen 
few have been vested upon. While others 
are just counting the days left, we should 
start marking our personal calendars on 
the significant moments that we can still 
do, talking to our underclassmen and 
inspiring them, teaching them what we 
have learned, imparting our experiences 
so that others could reflect upon, and most 
especially, giving time to the things that 
we can still do for the benefit of our squads, 
our company, and of course to our future 
Alma Mater, the Philippine National Police 
Academy. Let us not wait when we can no 
longer undo what we have just taken for 
granted. Now is the time that we give up 
our precious gift of time and attention.

The growth of an organization is not about the rules or set of standards that have to be 
implemented. It has to start within ourselves. It is an unending process on which the trip 
makes the learning and not the actual destination itself. This is the time to revitalize and 
transform. Now is the moment to start RECASTING THE MAROON LINE.

AYALA YOUNG LEADERS CONGRESS 2019 ALUMNA
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CHANGE IS 
INEVITABLE

For the past years, the Philippine 
National Police Academy under the 
supervision of the Philippine Public 
Safety College has produced God-
centered, community responsive 
and professional public safety 

officers, but things had a complete 
turn this year as President Rodrigo 
Roa Duterte has signed the law 
which brought to the change of 
management and control of the 
Academy.
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Authored by former PNP chief and 
Senator Panfilo Lacson, Senate Bill 1898 
which turned into law and  became 
Republic Act 11279 took the full operational 
and administrative supervision and control 
over the nation’s premier institution that 
produces good quality officers for the Tri-
Bureau services of the Department of 
the Interior and Local Government (DILG) 
which includes the National Police Training 
Institute (NPTI) from the Philippine Public 
Safety College (PPSC) to the Philippine 
National Police (PNP).

Pursuant to Ministry of Defense 
Memorandum Order No. 33, the PNPA was 
established on June 12, 1978 and had its 
first batch of graduates in 1980. It originally 
offered a two-year course of Bachelor 
of Science in Public Safety with the first 
cadets which came from the enlisted 
personnel of the Integrated National Police 
and the Philippine Constabulary which 
later evolved into a full four-year program. 

 Ever since the passage of the RA 6975, 
also known as the Department of the 
Interior and Local Government Act of 1990, 
the PNPA has become the primary source 
of officers in the PNP, BJMP and BFP.

But there’s that surging question that 
many critics have  been relating to on the 
new act. What is now the essence of the 
Tri-Bureau services of DILG and the long 
time established PNPA Alumni Association 
Incorporated if this law authorizes the 
separation of Police from the Jail and Fire 
services?

Come to think of it, the law provides a 
five year transition period for the academy 
to continue accommodating cadets for the 
BJMP and BFP. Hence, after this period, 
just in case the two bureaus established 
their own academies, the PNPA Alumni in 
the Jail and Fire services will find its end 

since the graduates to be produced by the 
PNPA will exclusively join the police force.

Well, comparison between the leadership 
of the two institutions makes no sense. The 
PPSC has turned the academy into an ISO 
certified and became one of the best law 
enforcement academies in Asia because of 
the quality of training and education the 
PPSC has offered. Even though the entire 
training cadre personnel almost came from 
the police service, still the PNP before did 
not exert any control and jurisdiction over 
the two learning institutions as provided 
by the law under RA 6975.

The assertion is that since the PNP is the 
recipient of almost 90% of the total number 
of graduates of the Academy every year, 
our legislators have come up to this law 
that will definitely let the PNP utilize its 
facilities and equipment while providing 
competent officers for the improvement of 
training and education in both PNPA and 
NPTI.

To let the PNPA under the stewardship of 
the Chief PNP is the most sensible thing to 
do for the sake of indoctrination in order to 
contribute to the enhancement of training 
concepts for the uniformed service. In 
other words, the end product of this is to 
hone skilled officers that will soon lead the 
national police force. 

It is without doubt that this action is 
an example of a progressive idea of the 
government to eradicate corruption within 
the police organization for the welfare of 
the common good. This is therefore the 
opportunity for the PNP leadership to 
pursue its internal cleansing and furnish 
the legacies that the outgoing leadership 
has provided for the generations to come. 

Now, the challenge is, where to start the 
change, our leadership or our thinking?
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For the second straight year, the PNPA 
Moot Court team has successfully reached 
the quarterfinal rounds or the top 8 out of 16 
competing law schools in the Philippines. 
Respected law colleges and universities 
have joined the event to include University 
of the Philippines – Law School, Ateneo 
De Manila – Law School, San Beda College 
Law School, Siliman State University – Law 
School, and many more. Though they have 
fell short from last year’s achievement 
which was reaching the semi-final rounds 
of the tournament, the team however had 
claimed the Justice Leonor Ines Luciano 
Award as Best Mooter for Elimination 
Rounds in the person of Cdt 2C Kenneth 
Van Encabo, the first in 14 years of the 
competition that such award was brought 
home by a non-law school.

Together with the team was Cdt 2C 
Tadeo (co-speaker for the oral rounds), 

PNPA BAGS
JUSTICE LEONOR INES
LUCIANO AWARD

Cdt 2C Kenneth Van A Encabo

Cdt 2C Coton (in-charge of the Memorials 
competition), Cdt 3C  Barcarse, and Cdt 3C 
Caguioa. The team was also co-supervised 
by Cdt 1C Sheena Marie Bautista but due 
to her responsibilities as the regimental 
academic chancellor, she was not able 
to join them in the duration of the 
tournament.

The matches were held at the Manila 
Adventist College and the final rounds 
together with the awarding ceremony 
were hosted by the Supreme Court of the 
Philippines in Ermita, Manila.

The team’s efforts will be futile without 
the support of the Philippine National 
Police Academy and the Lakans of Manila 
Police District.

After the five-day event of the 2019 National Moot Court Competition on 
International Humanitarian Law (IHL), PNPA Moot Court team headed by 
Atty. Juvi Gayatao (coach), PMAJ Joven Bahil (Officer-in-charge), and Cdt 
1C Lei Anne Palermo (Cadet-in-charge), has once again proved that the 
Philippine National Police Academy is more than just the snappy parades, 
public safety trainings, and physical prowess.
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The Ayala Young Leaders Congress (AYLC), 
a student leadership summit designed to 
build confidence, hone leadership skills, 
nurture commitment, foster nationalism 
and idealism, and encourage faithful 
stewardship, once again brought together 
80 of the most promising student leaders 
from colleges and universities from all 
over the country, to include the service 
academies, the Philippine National Police 
Academy (PNPA) and the Philippine 
Military Academy (PMA) last February 19-
22, 2019.

The summit, which lasted for four days 
was held at the Lima Park Hotel, Malvar, 

Batangas, where workshops, lectures, 
outdoor activities, plenary sessions, and 
discussions were conducted. The delegates 
from PNPA were Cdt Jude Manjares Nario 
and Cdt Ken Hera Valenzona, members of 
the MANDAYUG Class of 2020.

The AYLC encourages collaboration 
among young leaders to capture each 
other’s fund of collective intelligence. 
This year’s batch was named SAMBISIG 
as inducted by theexecutive members of 
the Ayala Corporation. With the theme, 
“Leaders Committed tothe Filipino”, the 
congress rekindles the commitment of the 
youth in paying forward what they learned 
in leading the community. The participants 
from the service academies were familiar 
with this since they have been groomed to 
become leaders of this country.

Allan Pineda Lindo, known professionally 
as apl.de.ap, a Filipino-American member 
of the Grammy Award-winning hip hop 
group The Black Eyed Peas was invited as 
the keynote speaker. He said during his 
speech that, “Curious, creative minds will 
take you farthest in life”. This resonates with 
the participants who are full of enthusiasm 
in learning new things and trying their 
best to make a change. Being young and 
free, the youth has all the opportunity and 
chance to serve others with the dynamics 
and funwhile serving.

The AYLC was an eye-opener for 
the delegates. Although prior to their 
attendance, they already have their own 
versions of idealism and advocacies, AYLC 
has enlightened their heart, mind, and 
soul, on the real essence of leadership 
which emphasized on becoming a servant 
leader.

The cadets were able to identify with the 
goals and objectives in serving the country 
without asking something in return since 
paying forward is the key. The congress 
has intensified the leadership, initiative, 
nationalism, and activism of the young 
student leaders towards the achievement 
of the progress and development of our 
beloved country, the Philippines.

AYALA
YOUNG
LEADERS
CONGRESS
2019

Curious,
creative 
minds will 
take you 
farthest in 
life.
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Cdt 1C Ken Hera Valenzona
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Downy boughs of pastel 
gossamer, profusion of extensive 
arrays of luscious and sumptuous 
dishes, lofty strands of vibrant 
confetti and the reverberation of 
merry-making and momentous 
celebration are perhaps a few, 
of the several highlights of a 
typical yet noteworthy Natal Day 
in the Philippine National Police 
Academy.

For most, birthdays, are 
usually a day-long occasion— a 
boisterous affair steaming with 
hearty chuckling, entertaining 
flushed and exuberant guests 
as well as endlessly consuming 
assorted meals straight from 
the menu down to the hollows 
of our throats. However, this 
traditional method has been 
further enhanced and modified 
to suit the meticulous tastes of 
the Corps of Cadets, all for the 
solitary purpose of thanksgiving 
and expressing utmost gratitude 
for the remarkable parents who 
managed to raise honorable 
and dignified individuals that 
are now comprising the long 
Maroon Line. Our prestigious 
institution, along with the men 
and women in service who have 

study tables will expectedly be 
plastered with velvet ribbons, 
brightly-lit sticky notes or lengthy 
messages which are written and 
furnished in flawless cursive, 
untidy scrawls, and pop-outs. 
Moreover, a collection of cadets 
would convene every morning, 
to serenade the celebrant with 
their sonorous voices exquisitely 
mingling with the early chirping 
of birds and crickets, this in turn 
serves as a countdown which 
is far-sophisticated and more 
capable of piercing through 
even the toughest of exteriors. 
Additionally, daily marches 
are made even livelier by the 
chorus of “yohoo yohoo” of the 
elements in the platoons marking 
the notion that everybody 
indefinitely desires to extend 
their own joy for an imminent 
gathering, thereby exuding the 
unmistakable impression of a 
sight-enticing parade. Upon the 
fated date, the Mess Hall would 
ring with deafening cheers and 
an explosion of yells from every 
table, cadets would be rushing 
hither and thither, delivering 
cakes of varying sizes and shapes, 
infectious grins would lace every 
cheek, songs will be sung from 

preceded the current breed of 
cadets, have remained loyal to 
the culture of holding month-
long preparations, involving 
a systematized coordination 
and confidential organization 
with those whom the celebrant 
holds dear—these may include 
the cherished members of 
the company or battalion and 
previous acquaintances who have 
undoubtedly been a part and 
parcel of his life all throughout the 
duration of his stay in the camp. 
Hence, until the present, the 
above mentioned factors are still 
being observed, regardless of the 
imperceptible passage of years, 
for it is a common knowledge that 
apart from an adherence to such 
customary practices, it is also 
the time of the year where one 
could be thoroughly appreciated 
without any reservations and this 
is accomplished by carrying out 
a plot which has been devised 
beforehand. 

For instance, cadets will often 
resort to crafting creative posters 
and signages, bearing their 
advanced greetings which will 
also serve as a reminder about 
the date of the celebration; 

NATAL DAY
IN PNPA

Cdt 4C Nicole Kate Romero
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every nook and cranny of the 
dormitories, everything dull and 
grim will temporarily be locked 
up in a crypt and everyone 
would praise the grace of the 
Almighty for another fruitful 
year of existence---all of these 
constitutes to a cadet’s day of 
birth inside the walls of the PNPA. 

Consequently, for those who are 
unaware and misinformed, this 
may all seem grand or extravagant 
in nature, but the truth is, if one 
has endured all the toils and 
drudgeries that cadetship has 
to offer, then he also deserves 
all the incomparable delight 
and insurmountable happiness 
of his natal day—the kind which 
is exceptionally found here. 
Moreover, this is also a proof of 

the strong sense of camaraderie 
and genuine comradeship in 
the Corps; we have all been 
through the worst and yet we 
have prevailed, unscathed, all 
because of the bonds that we 
have wrought. In the cascades 
of impediments and the 
bombardment of predicaments 
that each of us would have to 
hurdle in a span of year, we have 
no one but each other to rely 
and depend on, it is then safe 
to say that we were once an 
indifferent and awkward bunch 
of strangers who nevertheless 
became a congregation of 
adoptive brothers and sisters. In 
the absence of our loved ones, 
and in the agonizing distance 
that we would have to tolerate, 
we could either wallow in misery 

or willingly embrace the comfort 
of knowing that we are still 
treasured by those who have 
also rendered their lives in loyal 
servitude. 

True enough, we are honed 
through the tongues of fire and 
the brush of steel but deep in the 
recesses of who we used to be, 
there lies a spot for everything 
soft and mellow—a side, which 
is invariably revealed during 
one’s Natal Day. Thus, for those 
who are bound to celebrate 
it and for those who have 
already enjoyed its fleeting yet 
memorable pleasures, may the 
warm felicitations of the Corps of 
Cadets reach you.
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I was at home lying on my bed watching 
again the entire series of the Marvel’s 
Cinematic Universe when my closest 
friend Johann called me over the phone. 
She was at the top of her voice, telling me 
to be at the university early for the next day 
for she has some good news. I felt annoyed 
because she doesn’t want to spill the beans 
just yet, so I did what she asked me to. I was 
sleepy as I wait for her inside the classroom 
that morning, a few moments later, I 
found her rushing towards me in open 
arms. As I stared at her, I’m puzzled with 
the thought, “What is wrong with her?”. 
Then she grabbed my hand and dragged 
me to the cafeteria and there, she got 

me petrified. She showed me a message 
from the prestigious university that I have 
been dreaming all my life. I was able to 
pass for the Computer Science 50 (CS50), 
an on-campus and online introductory 
course on computer science taught at 
Harvard University, something I thought 
that’s highly improbable to happen. My 
whole system was awakened. My ultimate 
childhood dream to have an opportunity 
to study abroad was now finally here. I was 
on cloud nine that day. My friends Johann, 
Jericho, and Joan celebrated with me.

 
After knowing that I made it to Harvard, I 

felt that I was at the peak of my self-esteem 

by Cdt 4C Romualdo Macoycruz Jr

There are moments in our life that we are torn between our choices. We 
all have that one greatest dream, crazy and out of the world imagination 
and aspiration of what we would want to become someday. But what if one 
morning, we wake up from our dream and we need to choose between 
pursuing our earnest desire to spread our wings to the vast horizon or 
to have that ultimate sacrifice to live for a greater purpose. I know, it is 
hard because as for me, I had to decide between Harvard and Philippine 
National Police Academy (PNPA). 

my Dreams
WAKING UP FOR
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as if I can do all things. Then one day, my 
classmate came to me talking about an 
academy covered in gold and crimson red: 
the Philippine National Police Academy. He 
was babbling how difficult it is to step on 
the hallowed grounds of PNPA as a cadet 
because there are a lot of hopefuls but only 
a few are chosen. My curiosity kicked me. 
If I made it to Harvard, then there’s no way 
I can’t make it to PNPA. I also got curious 
about what the future will unfold before 
me, so I sought advice from my entire 
family and my friends. They pushed me to 
conquer my limits that’s why I decided to 
take my chances. 

 
I cannot forget that day, it was October 

28, 2018, when I took the PNPA Cadet 
Admission Test, which happens to be the 
same day as the University of the Philippines 
College Admission Test (UPCAT), my 
alternate choice next to Harvard. For me, 
it was a sacrifice to choose PNPACAT over 
UPCAT but I think it’s worth the risk. I was 
agitated while waiting for the gates of the 
testing center to open. I kept on bracing 
myself because I was engulfed with fear 
and anxiety. As I was about to enter the 
four-cornered room to take the exam, 
the cold sea breeze brushed against my 
perspiring skin. I felt the cheers of the sea 
as if wishing me good luck. All my troubles 
were blown away and confidence cloaked 
me with enthusiasm.

 
Time passed by so swiftly. The Fourth day 

of December finally came. I was hoping that 
I will receive a notification informing me 
that I passed the PNPACAT, and that would 
be the best present since it is my birthday. 
But the day passed by and I did not receive 
any. I started to get hopeless. The next 
day, I was about to retire in my bed when 
I got distracted by the notification sound 
coming from my phone. When I opened it, 
I saw the continuous thread of messages 
sent by my classmates. Everyone is going 
nuts in search of their names. I felt my skin 
tremble in excitement too. I immediately 
downloaded the file and began scrolling 
up and down but unfortunately, my 
name wasn’t there. All those excitements 
immediately vanished in the thin air then 
the next thing I knew, I am filled with 
disappointment and self-doubt. I began to 
blame myself for not giving everything. I 
shut my tablet down and went to bed with 
a heavy heart. 

When I entered my class the following 
day, I heard everyone talking about the 
result of the PNPACAT. Those who passed 
were already planning how to get to Manila. 
I tried to ignore them as I silently seat at 
the back corner of the classroom, alone 
and feeling stupid. I even regret taking 
the exam. I should have been contented 
passing the Harvard entrance exam. I 
was already immersed by my thoughts 
on how to tell my family that I failed 
when my thesis buddy came over with a 
glamorous smile. She is congratulating 
me for passing, however, I dismissed her 
pronouncement and told her I didn’t make 
it. I felt embarrassed and began to flush. 
But she opened her phone and sent me 
a screenshot on my messenger for me 
to check for my self. When I was already 
home, I nervously opened the message, 
hoping that she was right. Upon looking 
at the image, I became euphoric. I saw 
my name. I confirmed it by reading it so 
many times. It was my account, the entries, 
everything, it was mine. I passed! I shouted 
for joy and dashed to my sister’s house to 
share her the news. It was an answered 
prayer, a God’s gift I believe.

I thought passing the exam was already 
difficult. I was wrong because there was 
more to conquer. There were a lot of us 
who passed but after the Neuro-Psychiatric 
and Medical examinations, the number 
trimmed down. There seemed to be a lot 
of obstacles to surmount before reaching 
the final destination, the Academy. Yet, 
again, waiting for the final list to complete 
the quota for cadets was the hardest part. 
After processing all the requirements, I 
returned home to Zamboanga City with 
enormous doubt on myself again. I went 
to live in my uncle’s house for a few days 
with no expectations that I will still make 
it through, until on the 4th night of April, I 
received a text message from a schoolmate 
who was processing too. His message goes 
this way, ‘Man, congrats! You passed it! Buy 
me something. I didn’t make it! At that 
very moment, I didn’t know what to do or 
feel. My friends gave their best but were 
not able to make it. Should I be happy for 
myself or be sad for them? I am not sure. 

When the reality sank in, I began to get 
confused. I was awakened from a sleep 
where I need to make my dreams a reality. 
Then I remember my ultimate childhood 
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dream, to study at Harvard, to spread my 
wings and sore high. Which is which? I 
know, at that time, I need to choose. This 
was no longer about a young boy’s dream 
because I am no longer a boy but a young 
man in search of answers and challenges 
for my future. 

 
Whether I go to Harvard or PNPA, it would 

be the first time that I will be away from 
my homeland. It was difficult to decide 
but then I have to keep going on the path 
that I have started not only for myself. I 
remembered my friends who dreamt with 
me. Our dream of being able to help our 
families and to serve this country most of 

all as law enforcers. That dream was left 
with me to fulfill. 

The First Day of May came, it was the day 
when I needed to make a decision that 
would eventually shape my future. Harvard 
or PNPA? I guess you already know the 
answer. If you would ask me now, I am 
certain that I have no regrets of choosing 
the path I am trudging today. I am actually 
proud because I walked on a road less 
traveled.  My decision actually helped me 
to rediscover my greater purpose in life. 
Even though there are a lot of obstacles 
along the way, slowly and surely, I know 
that I will reach the end of this journey. 

“It was 
difficult 
to decide 
but then 
I have to 
keep going 
on the path 
that I have 
started not 
only for 
myself.”
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RIGH T
PR I VILEGE

OV E R

Indigenous People in our country remain to be one of the poorest, 
most excluded, and most disadvantaged sector of the society. Despite 
the legislations and legal frameworks provided by the government 
sector, the minority of the Filipino people still fall short in acquiring 
sufficient amount of recognition, pertaining to their right to survival, 
identity, education, dignity, health, employment, and the like. 

In light with the revolving issues surrounding the minority group, it 
is not therefore surprising that the New People’s Army, armed wing of 
the Communist Party of the Philippines (CPP-NPA) are able to exploit 
these underlying issues to their advantage by using our indigenous 
people since they are vulnerable and can easily to persuaded due to 
lack of awareness and education. As a result, they become terrorists of 
their native land. Our ancestors, who were the first inhabitants of our 
honorable and faithful lands, started to breed enemies that will later 
destroy their ancestral domain. 

More so, the natural abundance of their ancestral domains makes 
them prone to being taken advantage of, or worse, displaced entirely. 
The queue of problems isn’t new, and it exists from time immemorial. 
It is clear that the marginalized sector has its long cry bereft from the 

Statistics show that there are about 500 communities of 
Indigenous people living in the Philippines. They are close 
to 14 million people and they do comprise the 14% of the 
country’s population, making them a minority.

Cdt 3C Crizaldo Barcarse Jr
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ears of the government, albeit 
their continuous assertion with 
regards to their basic rights and 
development. If this continues, 
we may lose the lives of the 
people who witness our history 
firsthand so as in terms of the 
spark of human decency. 

Considering all these, the tool 
believed to permanently cure 
this problem seemed to be least 
served due to the remoteness 
of ancestral domains and 
their geographical location. In 
support to this, nine (9) out of 
10 indigenous children have 
no access to education and 
many communities do not have 
their own public schools. While 
different institutions provide 
solutions for the community to 
have better access to education, 
still it is not sufficient. This boils 
down to the wrong indoctrination 
of our indigenous brothers 
that they are being left-out by 
our government. That is why, 
even though there are a lot of 
counterinsurgency programs 
initiated by our government, 
these lefties groups and terrorists 
keep on thriving because they 

hide under chameleon skin 
who pretend to show sympathy 
and care to the people to get 
the support of the community 
in return. They choose to hide 
in these far flung areas of our 
indigent people because their 
true colors can easily be hidden.

If this doesn’t concern the 
country, what would? How long 
before we could finally realize 
that the marginalized sector is of 
a national concern? Because as 
long as there are communities 
that cannot be reached by 
civilization and as long as there 
are people left uneducated, these 
poisonous words of the enemies 
will remain to be sweet to the ears 
of our marginalized brothers and 
sisters that will destroy not only 
their ancestral domain but our 
country as well.   

 To live in harmony is a 
basic fundamental human right. 
In a nutshell, if we cannot totally 
give our indigenous people the 
privilege to live abundantly, 
providing them with a peaceful 
place to live in is the least thing 
we can do.
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Looking plainly at the vast horizon of the 
morning sun calms the deepest realms 
of the soul. It puts silence in complete 
slumber and there, I can find definite 
peace. In my solitude, it makes me ponder, 
if I am not the person I am now, then who 
have I become? 

There are a lot of what ifs in this world 
because in everyone’s life, there would 
always be that haunting question, “what 
if?”. We come to a point where we are made 
to choose, then after choosing, we are left 
wondering what if we chose otherwise. In 
our life, we have those aspirations, dreams 
and goals, but if something unplanned 
comes along the way and we are given 
the opportunity, that’s the time we doubt 
what we want. As we grow up, the naked 
truth of what we envision gets unfolded 
continuously, no matter how those people 
engirding us try to elude us from chasing 
it, snuck it off, because only us know what 
we really want.

 
We sometimes live in an imaginary circle, 

where everything seems to be a bizarre. 
Our intellect develops, so as our emotions, 
and especially our talents and skills; and 
these, define us. Ages become phases 
of transformation; our destiny waver 
depending on the decisions we make. 
Thus, we create the path we tread, and it is 
with us whether we continue to mark our 

footprints, or be stumbled on the blocks 
we step on along the way.

At the age of five or so, we dream of 
becoming a scientist, an astronaut, a pilot, 
a teacher, an engineer, or we may even 
dream of becoming the greatest inventor 
who  ever existed. Then at the age of 14, 
we may dream of becoming a soldier, a 
policeman, a lawyer, a professional singer, 
an exemplary dancer, a businessman or 
even a politician. This is the phase where 
we start to be less imaginative as reality 
gradually peels off the sweet scent of our 
imagination. At the age of 18, things start to 
get a little bit, well, bitter, and people would 
likely to bombard us with phrases like, “let 
us be realistic” or “come on, be serious” 
implying that life is not always about the 
sweet stuff, or no pillow where you can 
throw your frustrations by squeezing your 
eyes dry when you cry. This is the phase 
where we, as our teenage life’s is almost 
over, become practical on our choices. This 
is when we get lost in search for our desires 
and identity, where we ask ourselves what 
would be the best for us and for our future. 

I knew a girl who, under circumstances, 
experienced exactly as what I was saying 
afore. She grew up in a Christian family 
well guided by God. She attends to a state 
university where she is unpopular being 
an average girl and given that nothing is 
special about her; as she thought of herself. 
Each day, she would be attending to 
school while messing up with her friends 
regardless of what gender; play volleyball 
during free time, and leave her class 
early when there’s an opportune time. It 
has become a routine which equated to 
boredom.     

For her, college life was lifeless and 
devoid of color because it was far from 
what she once imagined. Hers was lifted on 
an anime setting, an ideal school one step 
away from a dream come true, a Utopia-as 
you name it. But as expectations intersect 
with reality, her dream university does not 
exist. So she tried to escape by creating an 
alter ego, far from that ordinary being she 
was known for. She possessed the heart of 
a potential athlete as it runs in their family. 
Martial arts became her hobby, and for 
some reason, it ignited a spark inside her. 

It was her first to find real fun. She met 
new friends who share the same passion 

WHAT IF?
Cdt 3C Precious Shermaine Lee
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as hers and had a good time with them. 
This is where she realized that her world 
is expanding in a subconscious manner; 
that life is bigger than what she has seen 
before she entered the portal of sports. 
Then she was thrilled to discover more 
about herself. 

 Soon enough, she sought for more. 
She discovered her talent 

in writing and as an 
artist. She has the 
entire galaxy going 
on in her head; she 
speaks her mind 

and spit out words 
without the slightest 

hesitation. Nothing 
seems to be stopping 
her. Being fond of 
martial arts, it boils 

down to admiring the 
King of the field, no other 

than the legendary Bruce 
Lee. As we know it, Bruce is the 

exemplary Chinese martial artist who can 
tear human fibers into a pulp with just a 
one-inch punch, made possible by the 

help of the so called ‘Ki’ which is 
believed to be inherent to people 

like us- if Yin Yang theory’s 
applied. 

She loved combative 
sports that led her to apply 

for sports summer training 
where she was granted to avail 

exclusively in Camp Crame, Manila. 
Those combative sports left her body 
with innumerous bruises, mat burns and 
muscle pains, but she never cared, rather, 
she liked how her whole being’s battered 
as she put herself in progress. Her Sensei 
once said “When you become sick, push 
your sickness away”, saying this he meant 
to move more when you caught a cold, 
because doing so, you’ll be able to cast 
out the bad spirit apart from your body, 
releasing you from the smothering chains 
of bacteria/viruses.

One moment came, and the girl who, 
in the beginning, has found a hobby 
was now subjected to make a career life 
choice for real. Joy, her trainer in boxing, 
offered her a spot in Philippine National 
Police Boxing Team to contend against 
the Armed Forces of the Philippines. 
Therein, she was promised with financial 

support, and of course a good reputation 
at that. But a thought, gushed like an 
arrow, began to nag her mind out of 
oblivion. Her father, who is her primitive 
counselor, introduced her something big; 
something that’s dyed lusciously with 
gold and crimson. The Philippine National 
Police Academy. It was the first time she 
knew about it because she was fixated on 
her aspiration to enter, Philippine Military 
Academy and to become part of the 
Army. However, his father has diverted her 
attention and had it diverted well. Days 
passed, and her thoughts were tied into 
a knot, her cerebrum’s perplexed; on the 
edge of giving up the search where her 
mind meets her heart’s intent. 

To know what lies ahead, she took the 
exam half heartedly, and as expected, 
she failed. She was pressured and was so 
unsure of herself, so she entrusted her 
plans to the Almighty. For the second 
time, she took the exam. She beseeched 
the presence of God and told herself, “if 
it’s meant to be, it is meant to be”. When 
the results came out, she was on the list of 
those who passed. 

 This girl became a cadet of PNPA. If she 
did not take the chance, she might be a 
certified athlete today; and if fortunate 
enough, she is one of the athletes who 
become living sacrifice to uplift our 
country’s name and prestige, just like 
Pacquiao and the rest.

 Just like her, everyone once dreamed of 
becoming someone or somebody. It is by 
free choice that we are transformed into 
the person we ought to be.

The ‘what ifs’ in our lives return us back 
to the grounds of our previous life choices, 
which all fell into a precious sentiment, 
a memoir. Sometimes those what ifs 
haunt us and leave us with regret. That is 
why, it is very important that if we want 
something, we should give our best shot 
to attain it, but if our best was not good 
enough, it means we are destined for 
something better. Our destiny will depend 
on our decisions, and those decisions will 
later define us. It plays as an indicator of 
a win-lose gamble, and choosing whether 
to place our bets or not will help claim our 
victory.

How about you? What is your ‘What If?’
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THE CROWN JEWEL OF 
MINDANAO

At the heart of Mindanao lies a 
city where diverse culture thrives, 
- where peace andsecurity is 
an assurance for everybody 
whether he may be a resident or 
a transient in the area. This place 
is no other than the fruit basket of 
the Philippines - Davao City.

The city is divided into three 
congressional districts and 
subdivided into 11 administrative 
districts composed of 182 
barangays. Being the largest 
city in the country with its 
highly progressive, fast growing 
economy complemented by high 
profile personalities residing in 
the area, it is indeed an enormous 
tax for the law enforcers to 
maintain peace and order in the 
city.

Behind the strong fortress of 
the city Davao City Police Office 
(DCPO), formerly known as the 
Metropolitan District Command 
after Republic Act 6975 is passed 
into law in 1991. Dubbed as 
davao’s finest, DCPO is under the 
umbrella of Police Regional Office 
11 and is strategically located at 
the center of the city covering 
2,443.61 km land area with 1.6 
million population approximate 
number of population.

A CLOSER LOOK AT THE MAN 
BEHIND DAVAO’S FINEST 
IRON MAN

POLICE COLONEL ALEXANDER 
CAMILON TAGUM is a native of 
Lucena City, Quezon Province. 
His father is a Bicolano by birth 
and whom he described as a self 
made man as he endeavored to 

survive the ordeals of poverty and 
made his own fortune. His father 
enlisted in the Philippine Army in 
1980 and was augmented to Jolo, 
Sulu when the internal war broke 
up.

By then his father, along with 
his family, migrated to North 
Cotabato to keep his family intact 
and united. His mother, also a 
native of Lucena, was a devout 
Catholic and a school teacher. 
Like any supermom in the world, 
she took good care of her six 
children; Alex ,as his parents’ 
fondly called him, is the 3rd 
child. Being new in the place as a 
migrant, Alex instinctively realized 
that he needed to blend in with 
his classmates to be spared from 
being bullied. He endeavored to 
learn and speak the vernacular so 
he could win friends.

By then, his father, being a 
disciplinarian let him engage in 
the hard ways of life for him to 
take important matters seriously 
and be responsible. With an 
imploring look, his father asked 
him to take the Cadet Admission 
Test of the Philippine National 
Academy. Unable to decline his 
father’s fervent request, he took 
the PNPA CAT and successfully 
passed it along with the other 
succeeding tests.

But Alex had to decide what 
profession to take as he was 
already a graduate of Fine Arts at 
the University of Santo Tomas in 
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Manila. 
His love for Arts and his dedication 
to study manifested in the awards 
he got from the university being a 
Dean’s lister.

THE “GENTLE GIANT” OF 
PNPA TAGAPAGKALINGA 
CLASS 1991

As a plebe, he has seen that 
everything being done to him 
were all part of a mere role 
playing of the upperclassmen. 
The then CADET TAGUM was 
the Right Guide of 2nd Platoon, 
1st Squad, Alpha Company. For 
him “all sufferings and sacrifices 
were just preparations for the 
worst part of police service” he 
would become part soon. When 
he became an upperclassman, he 
was branded as the Gentle Giant 
of TAGAPAGKALINGA Class of 

1991.

He deeply 
emphasized that 
he “never enjoyed 
inflicting violence 
for effect”. He was 
more of mentoring 
and guiding the 
u n d e r c l a s s m e n 
unless worst 
offenses were 
committed then 
he would be the 
first to administer 
discipline among 
his subordinates.

THE CLASS ARTIST: 
DESIGNER OF THE PNPA 
GALA

In 1991 three months prior to 
his graduation, he was called by 
the PNPA Command to design 
the PNPA Gala. Thus, he pulled 
inspiration from the Gala designs 
of West Point and of Military 
Academies in Europe. The new 
gala design was duly approved 
and started to be worn by the 
next classes of PNPA.

PSALMS 91: HIS PSALM OF 
PROTECTION

After his graduation from the 
Academy, Alex knew that his 
incessant physical growth had 
an underlying medical condition. 
He was diagnosed to be suffering 
from pituitary gland tumor 
and that could only be treated 
through an operation, otherwise, 
his condition would lead to a fatal 
end. Armed with faith in God and 
with his family by his side, he 
underwent the needed operation.

EMERGING VICTOR IN 
ONES’S OWN BATTLE WITH 
PSALM 91

Having a pituitary gland tumor, 
Alex realized that his medical 
condition must not stop him 
from pursuing his noble calling to 
public service. After graduating 
from the academy, he resolved to 
undergo the operation to stop his 
incessant physical growth that 
would surely lead to fatal end. 
Armed with faith in God and with 
his family his side, he believed 
that no amount of life threatening 
situation would overcome him. 
The Psalm of protection, PSALM 
91: “He that dwelleth in the secret 
place of the most High shall 
abide under the shadow of the 
almighty” ruled over him in the 
times of hardships. by PCpt Kristine Martinez-Mariña
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Bigla akong bumalikwas ng bangon. Agad kong 
niligpit ang aking higaan, mabilis at buong ayos 
kung kinumpuni ang aking unan at kumot, sa 
isang sandali pa ay tutunog na ang trumpeta na 
magsasabing isa na namang umaga para sa aming 
mga kadete. Pero walang tunog na dumating 
dahil nagising ako sa katotohanang wala na pala 
ako sa loob ng akademiya. Namulat ako, pagal ang 
katawan, nanghihina at bigla na lang akong natulala. 
Akala ko isang panaginip lamang ang lahat. Ngunit 
ako’y nagkakamali dahil isa pala itong bangungot 
sa aking mulat na kamalayan. 

 
Ilang buwan na nga ba ang lumipas mula nang 

ako’y lumabas sa akademya.  Hindi ko alam kung 
paano ako haharap sa bagong umaga ng walang 
pagsisisi at sa tuwina iniisip ko kung bakit ako 
humantong sa ganito. Bumagsak ako sa isa sa 
mga aralin at sa totoo lang hindi ko inaasahan na 
ito’y mangyayari. Bago ako pumasok sa Philippine 
National Police Academy, nagsisilbi na ako sa bayan 
bilang isang pulis. Isa akong patrolman. Nakamit ko 
rin ang isa sa pinakamataas na parangal sa kolehiyo, 
ang Latin Honors o bilang cum laude. Kaya naman 
napakataas ng pag-asam ng aking pamilya, mga 
kaibigan, mga kakilala at mismo sa aking sarili 
na mas malayo ang aking mararating sa bagong 
landas na aking tinahak. Pagkatapos ng nangyari, 
hindi ko alam kung paano ako haharap sa kanilang 
lahat para sabihin na ako ay nabigo. 

‘‘
‘‘

Turn-back

Tadhana 
ko ba
talaga ito?
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‘YAN ANG BUHAY NG

by Cdt 1C Argie Millan Gonzales
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 Nadapa man pero patuloy ako 
sa paghakbang. Pagala-gala 

para takasan ang katotohanan. 
Marami ang nagtatanong 
kung bakit wala ako sa loob 
ng akademya. Pero lagi kong 
sagot na nakabakasyon ako at 
nagpapahinga. Pero kasabay 
p a g l a l a k b a y 
na walang 
d i r e k s y o n , 

n a n a t i l i 
a k o n g 

nakayuko. 
Hindi ko kayang 
harapin ang mata 
ng mga tao na 
nakakasalubong ko na 
tila ba nanghuhusga. 
Nakakapagod. Sa 

isang sandali pa ay napatigil ako, tumingala 
at bong pagtangis kong tinanong ang 
Panginoon, “Lord, bakit nangyari sa akin 
‘to?”.

Sa paglabas ko sa PNPA tila tumigil na 
rin ang aking mundo. Kahit pa tumakbo 
ako at maglakad ng matulin, parang hindi 
ko kayang sabayan ang pag-usad ng mga 
tao sa aking paligid. Tila napag-iwanan 
ako ng oras at pakiramdam ko muli lang 
tatakbo ang orasan kapag nakabalik ako 

sa lugar kung saan ko naiwan ang aking 
puso. Dahil sa sobrang hiya ko sa aking 

sarili, tinago ko ang katotohanan sa 
aking pamilya. Nagsumikap akong 
mamuhay sa labas ng mag-isa. 

 Minsan pag ako’y nagpapahinga, 
naaalala ko ang mga ginagawa ko 
dati sa loob- mga sigaw at pangaral 

ng upperclass ang palagi kong 
naririnig, tunog ng trumpeta na hudyat 
ng bagong umaga, martya at takbo na 

palagi kung ginagawa at marami pang 
iba na malayo sa normal na buhay na 
nakasanayan ko sa labas. Ngayo’y matao 

at traffic sa kalsada ang nakikita ko. Kung 
dati maaga akong nagigising, ngayon 
walang magagalit kahit tanghali na sa 
pagbangon. Pero buti pa sa loob dahil di 
ko na kailangan pang pag-isipan ang mga 
gagawin dahil nakaplano na ang lahat 
ng gawain simula paggising hanggang 
matapos ang araw. 

Tunay nga ang kasabihang, “nasa huli 
ang pagsisisi”. Ang pinangako sa sarili na 
magkaroon ng masaganang pamumuhay 

ay hindi na yata matutupad. Sa aking 
paglabas, naghanap ako ng trabaho para 
makaraos mag-isa. Nagtrabaho ako ng 
halos dalawang buwan at nagturo ako sa 
dati kong paaralan. Ang mga problema 
ko’y sinasarili dahil takot ako na malaman 
ng aking pamilya ang katotohanan. Minsan 
natatakot akong magpost sa social media 
dahil baka magulat sila bakit iba na ang 
aking ginagawa. 
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Sa tuwing may okasyon sa akademya, 
palagi akong nag aabang ng balita kung 
may pagkakataon ako na pumasok para 
makita ang mga pinaggagawa nila. May 
mga araw na palagi akong naka-abang 
sa paglabas nila. Mahirap mag-move on, 
namimiss ko ang mga araw nung ako’y 
nasa loob at kasama ko ang mga kapwa 
ko kadete. Lagi akong nanalangin na sana 
bumilis ang oras, para ang pagbalik ko ay 
dumating na.

Mabigat sa loob na sa ilang buwan kong 
pakikipagsapalaran. At dahil sa hirap, 
nagkaroon ako ng malubhang sakit na 
nagdala sa akin sa aming tahanan. Ang 
nangyaring ito ang nagpamulat sa akin na 
mas unahin ang pamilya kaysa ang pride. 
Di ko alam kung paano kakatok dahil nag-
aalala ko kung tatanggapin ba nila ako sa 
katotohanang tinago ko ng ilang buwan na 
nabigo akong manatili sa bagong tahanan 
na aking pinili. Pero dito ko napatunayan 
na walang mas hihigit sa pagmamahal ng 
pamilya. Buong puso nila akong tinanggap 
noong pinagtapat ko sa kanila kung ano 
ang nangyari sa akin. Makalipas ang anim 

na buwan sa labas ng PNPA, nabigyan ako 
ulit ng pagkakataong makabalik. At sa 
muling pag-alis ko sa aming tahanan,  ako 
ay nag iwan ng pangako na uuwi akong 
may ranggo. 

Naisip ko na ito’y isang pagsubok na 
may kalakip na dahilan. “It is a blessing 
in disguise” kumbaga ang saglitang 
paglabas sa akademya dahil marami akong 
natutunan sa mundo na magagamit ko sa 
aking pagbabalik sa aking pinakamamahal 
na paaralan. Lahat ng bagay at pangyayari 
na naranasan ko ay babaunin ko ng buong 
puso, at gagamitin ko para maabot ang 
mga pangarap ko.

Kahit madami man ang pagsubok na 
aking pagdadaanan, pagbubutihan ko 
para ang pangarap na minsan muntikan 
ng mawala ay aking makamtan. Sa aking 
pagbabalik, madami akong natutunan, na 
lalong magsumikap, hindi dapat maging 
“magan” at dapat akong makipagkaibigan 
sa aking mga kasamahan.Madami man 
ang nagbago, pero kailangan paring 
sumunod. Sinikap kong maging mabuting 
kadete, magkaroon ng mataas na grado, 
at hindi magkaroon ng demerits at kaso. 
Sa pakakataon na ibinigay sa akin na 
magbago sa mga di kanais-nais na gawain 
ay hindi ko sasayangin.

Ang pinakamahalagang aral na 
natutunan ko sa nangyari sa akin ay 
napagtanto ko na ang buhay ng tao ay 
sadyang mahirap, walang mabilis at madali, 
lahat ay pinaghihirapan para ang tamis 
ng pagsisikap ay makamtan. Hindi buo 
ang kwento kung walang mararanasang 
kabiguan, at mas masarap makamit 
ang tagumpay kung matagumpay na 
nalampasan ang mga pagsubok. Ika nga 
nila, kung may gusto kang marating, 
kahit mabako man ang daan at kahit 
ilang ulit ka pang madapa at maligaw ng 
landas, kung kasama mo ang Panginoon 
at determinado ka sa iyong paglalakbay, 
matagumpay mo ring mararating mo rin 
ang dulo at hangganan.

“Ang nangyaring ito
ay nagpamulat 

sa akin ng totoo,
na mas unahin

ang pamilya kaysa
ang pride ko.”
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As the breeze of the see gently 
freezes my skin at dawn time, 
waiting for the activities to color 
our day, thoughts of realizations, 
pride, and hope have come into 
my senses, being thankful that 
at last, after hard earned years of 
struggle, pain, and challenges, I 
am now a year closer to achieving 
my ultimate dream.

When the SANSIKLAB Class of 
2019 graduated last April, it did 
not only begin a new brand of 
leadership inside the cadet corps, 
it also brought every class up into 
a pedestal of courage to face new 
trials. After pondering what the 
new facets of my cadetship will 
unfold, it made me think of the 
most fundamental principle of 
survival, A STEP AT A TIME.

During the summertime after 
my third class year, my batch has 
undergone the BASIC INTERNAL 
SECURITY OPERATIONS COURSE 
(BISOC). In this course, we have, 
as a class seen and dwelt with 
the best and worst of ourselves, 
and to be united and knotted as 
one. The training made us realize 
the essentials of our future tasks 
as public safety officers, as well 
as how to sometimes admit our 
weakness and face consequences 
to our wrong decisions. Most of 
all, it gave us a glimpse of the 
theoretical image of leadership 
and its vivid spirit. Those 
moments gave us the light to see 
the inevitable, the impossible, 
and the unknown.

They say we should enjoy it 
while it lasts but for me, it made 
me grow as an individual and to 
be contented of what I had. The 
basics we learned during our first 
stint had lingered once again 
through my veins especially the 
maxims of peace and sacrifice. As 
the days go into weeks and then 
months, experiences we had had3 
become a trend, punishments 
became a routine of excitement 
and joy, and water has been our 
most earnest source of happiness. 
The trials have become a team’s 
source of soul and each other’s 
company our sense of survival. 
It was never pretty but we were 
thankful all of those things 
happened. 

As we stayed in the course for 
a bit more time, it had refined us 
as a class and like a diamond and 
oil put into a tremendous process, 
it helped us co-mold the best 
versions of ourselves. Our second 
class lives started at the time we 
received our new shoulder board 
and the moment that we had 
officially graduated from BISOC. It 
gave us so much pride in wearing 
the badge of the training and the 
new rank insignia for personally 
we know how much sweat, blood, 
tears, and time spent before 
being afforded to wear one.

When the time had come for 
us to restart our journey after a 
short hiatus, it awakened us to 
the reality that it is now a corps 
that we need to stepped up on 

ONE STEP AWAY
by Cdt 2C Kenneth Van A Encabo
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leadership and role-modeling. 
It was never an easy task for we 
have been designated squad 
leaders and direct supervisors 
of our respective small units. We 
had started what we thought was 
impossible, A CHANGE. Caring 
and encouraging our unit has 
slowly grown into a trend and 
perspectives we had matured 
into something which is more 
than just cadetship. We started 
being more; more patient, more 
courageous, more versatile, 
and more than just a cadet. We 
acted like parents, like brothers 
and sisters, like supervisors of a 
corporation, like caretakers of 
a herd, like a rescuer ready to 
respond in any threat, and like a 
bulletproof vest catching all the 
bullets from aggressors. 

Now, as we are trying to be 
accustomed to the new brand 
of cadetship and leadership that 
had opened upon us which has 
not been what most have been 
accustomed to, we tried to armor 
ourselves to the fundamentals 
of what is right and necessary. 
It has now been a more difficult 
and a wider playing field for us 
but the rules are more concise 
and sturdy. It is something 
difficult but right, something 
sophisticated but truly just easy 
to understand. Now we see, what 
it likes to become second class 
cadets and how difficult it is to be 
one. Before it was just a dream for 
us but now has become a reality 
that at one point we thought 
will be beyond our grasps. 
However tedious and ambiguous 
these things imply, being one 
is something that encompass 
all facets of impossibility, failure, 
and darkness. Those gray areas 
however make us bridge and knot 
with each other that bring us to 
our oneness and being together 
became our identity. At least for 
now, we are ONE STEP AWAY…
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Cdt 2C Don Carlo Ramil A Labastida

WORK OF ART
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Davao
oriental
FALLING FOR

by Cdt Nerisa Jean Vargas Allawan



Davao
oriental
FALLING FOR

If you would want to get lost  
and escape reality even just for 
a moment, you would obviously 
have endless options as a 
traveler, but if you would want 
to be somewhere which would 
offer you some peace of mind as 
well as a whiff of freedom, you 
might as well visit some tourist 
destinations which are not exactly 
popular but could irretrievably 
boast off some unexpected 
marvels which are worth sharing 
about. And if you are situated 
somewhere in the South, Davao 
Oriental should be on top of your 
priority list owing to the fact that 
it is littered with a collection of 
resorts, adventures which will 
offer you both terrors and thrills, 
protected sites bursting with the 
wonders of nature and a vibrant 
plethora of varying cultures and 
traditions.

From Davao City, it will merely  
take around 4 hours of riding a 
public transit vehicle, or less than 
30 minutes if you have a private 
means of transportation to reach 
Mati. I, for one, could not resist the 
pull of one of its renowned resorts, 
Blue Bless, which invariably 
presented a wide array of activities 
such as Sky Biking, Zipline, and 
an Inflatable Island. You would 
also hunger for their sumptuous 
menu, opportunities for sight-
seeing and an incomparable 
set of experiences that I would 
definitely recommend. Apart 
from the affordable room rates, is 

has also  been observable that the 
management desired nothing 
more but to cater the needs 
of their guests and to ensure 
that their approachable service 
crew would merit and ascertain 
the complete satisfaction and 
approval of their visitors. Hence, as 
a budget-friendly establishment, 
it is guaranteed that you would 
have the time of your life without 
worrying about your debit cards.

Also, an azure expanse of 
the Southern skies. could be 
more appreciated when you’re 
screaming at the top of your 
lungs while dangling in the air 
through the Flying Saga Club. You 
will be seeing the entirety of the 
city while enjoying the rush of the 
winds, rendering you breathless 
as you’re taking in the view. 

On the other hand, if you would 
not wish to stay in the heart of 
the city, you could walk along 
the shorelines of the beaches in 
Mati while watching the fiery sun 
descend to the distant horizon 
and the relentless waves crashing 
against your bare feet. But if you 
have had enough of the sea, you 
could also try going to a stopover 
which enthralled many tourists to 
pause and indulge in its beauty. 
Seen as a plesiosaur-shaped 
background from a view deck, 
you would totally be compelled 
to get down of your vehicle and 
feast in everything within your 
line of vision.



#Laag ta
However, as a traveler, you 

must not only settle with 
acknowledging your lust to go 
from one tourist spot to another. 
You would also have to bear the 
responsibility and obligation of 
knowing the place and figuring 
out on as to what makes it 
exceptional. For this intent, the 
two-story Subangan Museum 
would fill the gaps of your  personal 
research. It has been opened on 
January 2014, fishing curious 
strangers, random persona 
and of course, tourists who are 
smitten with Mati’s history. In the 
main hall, you’ll be mesmerized 
with the impressive 53-feet 
fossilized remains of a 20-ton 
sperm whale found at the coast 
of General Generoso, which they  
fondly called “Davor the Whale”. 
A huge section on the ground 
floor has also been allotted for 
the indigenous tribes of Mandaya 
and Kaagan. Photographs were 
plastered in the extensive walls 
and video documentations 
droned on for those who had 

time to spare. Replicas also stood 
motionless, clad in traditional 
attire and sporting local products. 
In the second floor, there’s an 
exhibit on the buzzing wildlife of 
Mt. Haguimitan, a projection of 
the incredible Aliwagwag Falls in 
Cateel and a selection of caves, as 
well as more beaches. 

Based on what I’ve seen, it 
could be inferred that Mati had 
its fair share of struggles and 
detriments but as of the present, 
Mati is a city which is capable of 
being a tourist and business hub, 
thereby generating more income 
for the benefit and welfare of 
the local neighborhoods. Its 
potential to rub elbows with 
other tourist destinations must 
also be considered because of 
the promising efforts of the city 
government to further improve 
its economic progress and 
industrial development without 
compromising the natural 
resources bestowed to them.
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If you haven’t had enough of 
Davao Oriental, Baganga is the 
next stop for you. Approximately 
39 kilometers from Mati is San 
Victor Island which would take 
about 2 hours and 34 minutes of 
travel time. For instance, if you’re 
accustomed to the hustle and 
bustle of the city, the 20-minute 
ride and 5-minute boat transfer 
wouldn’t prove to be an 
inconvenience for someone who 
has the luxury of time. Stretching 
your patience would bring forth 
the chance to be in this 3-hectare 
island which pays homage to the 
Pacific Ocean.

San Victor, the abovementioned 
island is owned by the 
Diocese of Mati, the Catholic 
Parish of Baganga. Thus, it is 
understandable that apart from 
the turquoise waters, a wild 
tangle of mangroves and the 
fine grains of golden sand, you 

will also be greeted by an avenue 
for reflection and discernment 
by visiting the chapel which was 
situated in the core of the island, 
hence serving as both a safe 
harbor and refuge for random 
souls. 

You will not only enjoy the 
sights and fun-filled experience, 
food is, of course, a great thing 
to consider when visiting a place. 
The lobster as a luxury food, utterly 
delicious, together with many 
other popular seafoods, found in 
the rich marine life of province.

At the end of the day, it is safe to 
say that Davao Oriental is a place 
like no other, so if you’re dying 
to see what I’ve seen, now is the 
time to answer the summoning 
call of your irresistible wanderlust. 
Choose your get-up, pack your 
bags and fly off without looking 
back!

Baganga
next stop:

FEATURE
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DREAMS DO COME TRUE

 President Horvath and the other 
esteemed officials of the University of 
Oxford; distinguished members of the 
Oxford Union, other dignitaries in 
attendance and ladies and gentlemen, 
good afternoon.

 I am the only eight-division world 
boxing champion in history, having 
won 11 major world titles, ranging from 
Flyweight, which has an 8 stone limit, 
to Super Welterweight, which has an 11 
stone limit. My tailor has been kept very 
busy throughout my career, adjusting 
the waistbands of my trunks.

 I have fought some of the best fighters 
in history. And yet I have to admit, as 
I stand before you, I am intimidated 
when I think of the kind of main event 
headliners who faced you over the 
years: Sir Winston Churchill, American 
Presidents Reagan, Nixon and Carter, 
Mother Teresa, the Dalai Lama, and Sir 
Elton John.

 And here am I, Emmanuel Dapidran 
Pacquiao, standing before you armed 
with just the equivalent of a sixth form 
education, an undisguised respect for 
what your group and your university 
represent and a pretty fair left hook.

 If this give-and-take today were a 
“tale of the tape,” I would be a respectful 
underdog. But be careful. I am not that 
easy to floor.

 When I received your gracious 
invitation, I asked myself, what could 
I talk about that could possibly interest 
you? What could Manny Pacquiao say 
that would be of any impact, much 
more utility, to the men and women 
who enjoy the highest standards of 
instruction at Oxford?

 The answer came fast: I know what I 
should speak about, something very few 
among you can claim to know about: my 
education, certainly non-traditional, 
non-formal, largely unstructured. I 
will call it my education in the Open 
University of Life.

 It is a matter of record that I only 
had traditional formal schooling until 
Secondary School, Grade 12.

 It was only recently that I reached 
University level through the alternative 
education program.

 We were dirt poor. I had to work since 
the age of five, to help my mother feed 
my three siblings and me. Many days, I 
was lucky to have one full meal. On days 
when we had no food, I would drink lots 
of water just to fill my stomach. But my 
mind and spirit were never hungry. I 
read anything I could get my hands on.

 I even read the newspaper that my 
lunch or dinner came wrapped in. I 
read signs everywhere, even on moving 
vehicles. I learned measurements and 
weights by constantly reading the rates 
and tariffs at the warehouses where I 
worked as a stevedore, a docker in your 
parlance.

 At night when I could not sleep 
because of the cold, I would read the 
labels on the carton boxes that served as 
my bed on the street pavement.

 The movements of the clouds, the 
tint of the horizon, and the clarity of 
the stars taught me when morning was 
about to come.

 And for me, the morning did come. 
Warm, bright, and simply amazing 
——- a lesson in what can be achieved 
if you have determination … if you 
ignore the odds against you …and as 
you are taught here at this magnificent 
institution never, ever quit.

Manny Pacquiao’s Speech at Oxford University,
Inspires with Story of ‘Open University’ Education
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Think of David and Goliath. Look 
at me. I am not very big and I never 
had five smooth stones to throw at any 
obstacle, but determination Is a power 
tool. I won a lot of fights.

 Since 2016, I have been a sitting 
member of the Philippine Senate, 
having received the direct vote of over 16 
million Filipinos. As such, I participate 
in debates that result in the passage of 
legislation which determines the course 
of our country’s history and, indirectly, 
the world’s.

 I do not fault anyone who views me 
as singularly ill-equipped for this role. 
Instead, I ask: is there anyone more 
knowledgeable than this humble civil 
servant about the hardships incident 
to the way of life of the majority of our 
people? Who among my colleagues have 
faced poverty face to face from birth? 
Whose life’s work has it been to battle 
illiteracy?

 In crafting effective laws, there is 
no better guide than the pulse of the 
masses.

 I may not have financial acuity. I 
may not be historically fluent. I may 
not even be socially adept. But I am 
philosophically rooted in my personal 
adversities, which morally bind me to 
the general struggle of our people.

 I am a fighter, not just because it 
is my profession. I was a fighter long 
before I first set foot in a boxing ring. All 
my life I have fought to live. Every single 
day in my youth, I fought for survival. 
Now, I do it and get paid for it. Then, I 
was lucky to get a piece of bread for it.

 But how are my struggles of any value 
to the Filipinos? It cannot feed or clothe 
all of them. No matter how much I 
give financially, hundreds of thousands 
more remain wanting.

 In 2013, in the aftermath of Category 
5 super typhoon Haiyan (locally 
remembered as Yolanda), the deadliest 
typhoon to devastate my country, 
leaving a record of more than 6,000 

dead, I went to Tacloban and visited a 
nightmare.

 The place was a virtual ghost town. 
Everyone had lost someone from their 
family; others, their entire family. No 
property was spared. There were bodies 
everywhere. There was no food, no 
water, no electricity. Each face I looked 
into bore the same expression: defeat. 
Not a single person there thought 
that they could ever recover from that 
tragedy.

 I thought to myself, I can give 
millions, as have many other donors 
from all over the world, but no amount 
of money can give these people hope. I, 
too, fought against despair.

 But then I had an idea. We set up 
a makeshift basketball court and I 
started shooting some hoops. Then 
one boy picked up the ball after one of 
my shots and tried a shot. Soon there 
were enough of us to have a five on five 
matches, and we did.

 The smiles, the laughter, the whoops 
of joy of those boys during that game are 
memories forever etched in my heart. 
To have lost everything overnight, 
including parents, siblings, friends, but 
to still have the ability to rise above 
one’s personal loss and reach out to your 
fellow man, even just in play, to find joy 
together, there, at that point, in those 
victims’ eyes, I found hope.

 Those boys, who had nothing left, 
gave me hope.

 Four years later, I would see the same 
physical and societal devastation in 
Marawi. Our beautiful city of the South 
was reduced to ruins by civil strife. 
Death and destruction broke the hearts 
and backs of its residents. But not their 
spirit. One year later, Marawi is now 
under rehabilitation.

 These and other experiences like this 
motivated me to answer the call of public 
service. I believe, in all humility, that 
my life is just a snapshot, it is a glorified 
blow-up of what millions of Filipinos 

live through on a day to day basis — 
the hardships, the challenges, the back-
breaking, hope-extinguishing despair. 
Yet, through the ashes of destruction, 
the Filipino always manages to rise up 
and fight another day.

 I believe that I was destined to 
serve as an inspiration for the average 
Filipino to fight, to rise above adversity, 
to conquer and defy, and to embrace life 
and all its difficulties. Manny Pacquiao 
is the best fairy tale every Filipino 
could tell and re-tell to all generations 
yet to come. Manny Pacquiao’s story is 
incredible but true.

 Miracles do happen. Dreams do 
come true. Being poor does not mean 
one must die poor. Hard work and 
persistence will set you free from the 
shackles of poverty. But it is faith that 
will take you to the very top.

 That is Manny Pacquiao’s story so I 
ask you — all of you — to never lose 
faith in what you can do as a human 
being, belief in the loyalty of family, and 
belief in the Almighty. It is not easy to 
believe in the power of one. But I ask you 
to look around you. Count the faces. Do 
the multiplication and suddenly we are 
a power of 50 or 100 or 1,000.

You, with your education, 
determination, and faith you can 
change the world.

 Maraming Salamat!

Speech delivered by

EMMANUEL D. PACQUIAO
Senator- Republic of the Philippines
before the Oxford Union, Frewin Court,
Oxford, OX1 3JB
Great Britain
On 05 November 2018
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“Never stop learning because life never 
stops teaching,” said Emmanuel Dapidran 
Pacquiao, who at 40 became the oldest 
welterweight champion in boxing history. 
He is the first boxer to win major world 
titles in four of the eight “glamour divisions” 
of boxing: flyweight, featherweight, 
lightweight, and welterweight. He is 
also the only eight-division world boxing 
champion, having won 12 major world titles. 
With these accomplishments, it cannot be 

denied that Pacquiao is already at the peak 
of success. 

 
Despite all the accolades he achieved, 

he never stopped pursuing excellence as 
he embarked on a journey to continuously 
improve himself. For some it can already 
be a struggle to become the best in one 
field of endeavor but for Pacquiao, it 
seems that he is not yet on the brink of 
success because beyond boxing, he has 

Beyond the four
corners of the ringCdt 2C Khadaffie M Kulong
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Beyond the four
corners of the ring

participated in basketball, business, TV 
hosting, acting, music recording, politics 
and even has his image on a postage 
stamp. In May 2010, he was elected to the 
House of Representatives representing the 
Province of Sarangani and was re-elected 
in 2013. In June 2016, he was elected as a 
senator and will serve until 2022. 

 Being a “fighting senator” did not 
hinder his accomplishments in the Senate, 
claiming responsibility for the passing of 33 
laws, including a tobacco tax. He appears 
to be taking his second career seriously; 
he can speak in detail about his vision 
of the Philippines buying back shares 
of government-owned and controlled 
corporations (GOCCs) that were privatized 
in recent years. 

 
For Manny, the secret to his success lies 

in the system he called the “Power Three.” 
This three-step process involves (1) your 
goals, (2) a system to reach those goals, 
and (3) discipline to maintain your system 
until you reach your goals. Aside from 
becoming the best fighter in boxing, his 
ultimate goal is to help and inspire the poor 
and most especially the youth to become 
better versions of themselves despite all 
the hardships and impossibilities. 

 
Being an honorary member of PNPA 

Class 1995, he embodies the ideals of the 
Philippine National Police Academy, “To 
learn today, to lead tomorrow”. He is now 
obtaining a college education from the 
University of Makati in Makati City, where 
he is taking up a Bachelor’s degree in 
Political Science. Prior to studying at the 
University of Makati, he was enrolled in 
the Business Management program of 
Notre Dame of Dadiangas University in 
General Santos City which he did not 
finish. He was given an honorary Doctorate 
degree in Humanities by the Southwestern 
University in Cebu City, back in 2009. The 
senator-professional boxer earned his high 
school diploma in 2007, after passing the 
accreditation and equivalency test under 
the Department of Education’s Alternative 
Learning System. He previously revealed 
that taking a college degree retaliates 
his stand on requiring Senatorial and 
Presidential bids to be college graduates.

 His dedication, hard work, love of 
country, perseverance and devotion to 
God Almighty have fueled him to where 
he is right now. His physical and mental 

discipline in seeing to it that he is in top 
shape for every fight is something that 
every cadet of PNPA and Filipinos should 
emulate. Added to his unwavering pursuit 
for greater heights, this has made him 
exemplary to all young people. 

 
His faith also has become the foundation 

of self-identity in recent years, the 
explanation he offers for his venture into 
politics and the reason he gives for why 
people shouldn’t worry about him fighting 
at 40. In his interview with Dylan Hernandez, 
a sports columnist with the Los 
Angeles Times Pacquiao 
said “All of this, what I have 
right now, this is a blessing 
from God. This blessing 
is not for me alone, not 
my family alone, but also 
to bless other people. I 
know that God blessed 
me because I know 
the feelings of the less 
fortunate people.”

 
The necessity of having 

big dreams and working 
so hard to achieve it takes 
a lot of discipline which the 
cadets are being trained for. 
His discipline and hard work 
during his preparation in every 
fight and his pursuit to finish his 
studies despite his success are things 
that cadets go through to become 
optimal leaders of this country. 

 
In boxing, one good fight does 

not mean winning the game. 
It is more of what happens 
after the boxer steps out of 
the four corners of the ring. 
Similarly, surviving in the 
Academy is a milestone for 
every cadet of PNPA but it 
doesn’t stop there. What 
matters most is how we 
continue to win battles not 
for ourselves but for the 
people we serve.
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People nowadays find it painstaking to lose weight due to looming 
factors that are inherent in the environment. One of which is the lack 
of discipline, interlocked with unsuppressed craving due to stress and 
hormonal imbalances. For one, uncontrollable weight gain leads to 
certain health issues like obesity, which put a person’s life at risk. 

Studies for the longest time show scientific steps and various 
methods on how to resolve weight gain. In this century and age, 
ignorance is no longer an option. Everyone is surrounded by bots, and 
the time is ripe to harvest what has been invested in researches.

Here are 11 proven effective ways to save people from acquiring 
illnesses.

GET FIT
USING
YOUR 
WIT

Cdt 3C Precious Shermaine Lee
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1 | Consume more of liquids.

The body is composed of 70% 
water, which means, water is an 
essential constituent of our body. 
It partially adds to body weight 
yet, it is the number one natural 
cure for sickness. In fact, it is not 
only known for being a universal 
solvent, but also as a universal 
cure. 

Now, how can water affect both 
health and figure? 

Liquids like juices come from 
fruits and vegetables. They are 
largely present in the body, and 
they push it to function normally. It 
also helps flush toxins more easily. 
Consumption of these liquids will 
soon break down into nutrients 
that the body needs. Thus, speeds 
up body metabolism. Heightened 
metabolism creates wonders in 
the body because it supports the 
body to cut undesirable body fats 
faster. The result would be good 
shape and improved immune 
system.

2 | Go Green.

What else is better than going 
green? You heard it right, green 
means herbs and vegetables. 
Vegetables outruns everything 
there is in the food pyramid. It 
is complete with minerals and 
vitamins that the body needs. 
It also has a big contribution in 
building the foundation of the 
antibodies, which are considered 
innate in the system. Greens help 
the body battle the intrusion of 
alienated microorganisms  that 
are referred to as “viruses”. When 
left to unhealthy choices, the 
body deteriorates. 

Spinach is an example of greens, 
which is high in antioxidants and 
aids greatly in weight loss. It is 
high in phosphorous and the 
green extract acts as a driver in 
accelerating metabolism. it also 
strengthens both the immune 
and skeletal systems. Herbs 
could refer to medicines coming 
from nature like tea leaves and 
essential oils that are used to cure 
body ailments.

3 | Eat your protein lean and 
clean.

According to Harvard studies, 
protein is macronutrient found 
throughout the body – in muscle, 
bone, skin, hair, and virtually 
every body part or tissue. It makes 
up the enzymes that power many 
chemical reactions and the 
hemoglobin that carries oxygen 
in the blood. At least 10,000 
different proteins make up what 
a person is, and keeps it that way.

Protein is made from 20+ 
building blocks called amino 
acids. The human body is unable 
to store amino acids. It allows 
the manufacturing in two ways. 
One, is create from scratch, and 
two, modify other amino acids. 
Nine amino acids – histidine, 
isoleucine, leucine, lysine, 
methionine, phenylalanine, 
threonine, tryptophan, and valine 
– known as the essential amino 
acids, which come from food. It 
is known to be the main source 
of muscle fiber development. For 
example, it repairs the muscles 
after subjecting them to hardcore 
workouts such as calisthenics and 
aerobics. However, not all food 
with protein is good for the body. 
To retain a healthy weight and 
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figure, one should eat both lean and clean 
protein-sourced food. Salmon, lean beef 
meat, brown eggs and unflavored yogurt 
are  some examples of clean protein. These 
types of food need to be part of the diet in 
order to be trimmed.

4 | Let your whey lead the way.

Whey powder is for everyone, not just for 
weightlifters and athletes. It is protein, and 
protein is good in increasing fiber count 
and cut unnecessary body fat. In fact, when 
a person finds it hard to sustain efficient 
amount of protein in the body, whey 
consumption is the key. Whey powder or 
whey protein is from milk that is needed to 
repair muscles aside from Vitamin D.

Whey can sustain up to 50% of protein 
that the body needs. When there is 
absence of protein in the system, put those 
meat aside, and let whey lead the way.

5 | Tone up.

Of course, the ideal body can be achieved 
by exerting physical effort. Aside from 
having proper diet, regular exercise should 
play its part. Have you heard the saying “80% 
diet leads to 20% exercise?”. This phrase 
came from a prominent commercial guy 
on fitness channel. It truly makes sense that 
diet shares the big portion of the pie. What 
is needed is to seize that 20% to complete 
the process. Hence, your ideal body figure 
and weight cannot be attained without 
that measly “20%”, which is exercise. 

Through exercise, a person would be 
able to lose excess water in the body. It also 
boosts metabolism as it heats up the body. 

6 | Choose your discipline.

Discipline means the method in losing 
weight. There are a lot of methods to lose 
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weight. One of them is intermittent fasting, 
which is used by people around the globe. 
Intermittent fasting involves skipping 
breakfast or dinner in a given time. This 
kind of fasting is known as a method to 
prolong life while boosting metabolism at 
the same time, since fasting is popular in 
flushing toxins and curing untraced illness 
in the system. 

If a person is not into fasting, there is one 
effective weight loss method used by most 
Asians. It is called the “Japanese banana 
morning diet”. The process is simple, 
drink warm or room temperature glass of 
water in the morning, wait for at least 30 
minutes to one hour, and eat a banana 
afterwards. After consuming the banana, 
wait for another hour or at least another 30 
minutes before eating breakfast. A person 
who continues doing this for some time 
will feel the results.

7 | Gain with pain.

You cannot gain something without 
gaining pain first, and this is a statement. 
Exercise needs physical force and effort; 
doing it first-hand gives muscle pains and 
sometimes, causes nauseate, if a person 
is unused to it. Bear in mind that muscle 
pain is equivalent to muscle gain – the pain 
you feel indicates a tear in your muscle 
fibers due to sudden stretch or overuse of 
muscles as the exercise is done. The torn 
muscle eventually recovers, turning it to 
be stronger and bigger due to expansion. 
That is why, it is really a no pain, no gain 
encounter.

8 | Focus and keep going.

Psychology says that something can be 
achieved when a person puts the mind 
in it. The mind is the most powerful tool 
a person could ever wear for battle. This 
implies that in order to attain the goal, 
focus is everything. The cycle of losing 

weight  needs focus - mind. In the first 
place, it is the mind that drives a person to 
lose weight. It truly is salient to remind the 
subconscious that losing weight is critical.

9 | Believe.

Have you heard the saying “do your best 
and God will do the rest”? If yes, this means 
that faith is accepted, and is intertwined 
with belief. To lose weight, belief in the self 
is key. Then the rest follows, and desired 
results are achieved. 

10 | Turn your discipline into a 
lifestyle.

Words become actions, actions become 
habit, habit becomes character, and 
character becomes  a lifestyle.

Once a person is satisfied with the 
chosen method, it is now time to settle 
down by putting that discipline as part of 
the lifestyle. In order to prolong something, 
there is a need to be serious about it. Being 
serious does not necessarily mean to wear 
a deadpan expression and be dramatic 
with almost everything. Rather, this means 
that the person is ready to move one step 
forward in achieving the goal, which in 
this case, lifestyle inclusion. Thus, to get 
through it, you need to live on it.

11 | Do it for one’s self, not them.

The tips would be useless if getting fit 
is done to align with others. It should be 
accomplished to keep the self healthy, and 
not please other people.

Every person needs to take charge of 
the self. Do what is best for the self, not 
because others say so. 
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KAYDET
GIRL

How do we define an ideal man? Can it be 
described as someone who is handsome? 
Or someone who possesses intelligence, 
integrity or honesty? Women have 
different perspectives when it comes to 
defining their ideal person. But one thing 
is for sure, when asked, traits like strong 
(manly), trustworthy, loyal and intelligent, 
are often mentioned. In addition to that, 
good looks (subjective), thoughtfulness 
and caring would complete the package. 
The traits I have mentioned are some of 
the traits the Academy is trying to hone/
develop on their cadets. Thus, it is needless 
to say that the cadets possess the qualities 
of an ideal man.

              
This topic hit a spot as I am in a committed 

relationship with a cadet. Looking back, 
what attracted me to him was his aura of 
mystery. Mystery that is slowly unfolding 
as I get to know his stories and adventures 
inside the academy. He is a man of 
principles and a man of his word as shown 

by his actions. At the same he shows his 
caring, gentle and chivalrous side thru the 
years.

However, it is not always rainbows and 
butterflies; just like in any relationship 
there are setbacks on this case its time and 
distance. For each and every cadet, time is 
of the essence. Having limited time to be 
outside with their loved ones, every minute 
counts. One that should be cherished and 
valued. Another issue is the distance. Being 
apart would test your love and faithfulness 
for each other. But I do believe in the saying 
that distance makes the heart grow fonder. 
With all of these being said, we always 
need to have trust, open communication, 
patience and most importantly affection. 
Love conquers all!

Now here are 17 things I can say on why 
cadets of the Philippine National Police 
Academy are called an ideal guy:

“Distance makes
the heart

grow fonder.”
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5He will probably be a chivalrous guy – 
opening doors, pushing out chairs, walking 
on the outside of you on a sidewalk. All those 
little things make a BIG difference.

9He’ll likely be a physically strong guy, which 
means that you can count on him to help you 
with practical things that involve heavy lifting. 
His strength and demeanor will also always 
make you feel safe.

7Cadets appreciate a girl who is both strong 
and soft. They are one of the best when 
dealing with women who would like to have 
both independence and interdependence.

8It will be common practice for him to stand 
up for you, so you’ll always feel like someone 
has your back when you’re with him. Not in a 
macho way, but rather in a way that let people 
know they probably shouldn’t mess with you.

6Cadets tend to be guy’s guys. And that 
means there will be an air of hyper-masculinity 
any time the boys are present. But that also 
means that he can do many of the things 
you’d like a man to take care of, no matter 
how Ms. Independent you are.

1Cadets in uniform will never go out of 
style. Call it socially constructed, biologically 
motivated, or whatever. There is something 
absolutely hot about men who wear uniforms.

2Cadets are protective, when it comes to 
territory I suppose. But there are few more 
care-free feelings than walking arms locked 
with a military guy when he’s fully-suited. 
Swoon!

3He will be one of the most caring guys you 
will ever meet. Especially if he has witnessed 
a lot of human suffering, he will know the 
importance of kindness and will almost 
always treat you kindly.

4Because he knows the importance of 
friendship, he will be a good friend to you. 
I think a lot of relationships fail or don’t go 
anywhere because people aren’t even friends 
with the person they’re dating. A boyfriend 
really is supposed to be someone you can 
chill, hang out with, have deep conversations 
with, and of course, also make out with.
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ENTER TA INMENT10A cadet’s emotion can be hard to figure out, 
however. Especially if they were in combat, it 
will likely affect the way they see the world. So, 
while their exterior may be hard, but just like 
the other guys, they are also soft and mushy 
inside.

11He’ll be good with kids which will make your 
heart melt. I don’t know exactly what kind of 
scientific study needs to be done to confirm 
this, but there’s something about a cadet’s life 
that makes them be good potential fathers.

13Guys in the academy tend to have 
great stories some of which are obviously 
exaggerated. But one thing is for sure being 
bored when he’s around is a seldom case.

12He’ll likely be a disciplined guy which means 
you can almost always count on the fact that 
this will rub off on you as well. And surely this 
means he’ll encourage you to get up as early 
as 4 in the morning to accompany him on a 
run. But you’ll find yourself just being an all-
round more disciplined person.

14He’ll be a romantic – a closet romantic – but 
a romantic nonetheless. And in a world where 
the art and appreciation of romance seems to 
be so few and far between, you’ll be constantly 
surprised by how his little romantic gestures 
will make a big difference to you.

15He will teach you many things about 
culture, about people, and about life. Chances 
are, he’ll always know more than he’ll let on. 
But he will make you more curious. Not only 
about him, but about the world around you.

16He will appreciate you, especially when he’s 
far away, and can’t be with you. And he will let 
you know that not only does he want to take 
care of you, but he wants to let you take care 
of him too.

17Many cadets know the value of life in a way 
that most other people don’t. They will make 
sure you know that every precious second 
with you is meaningful to them. 
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Tips para

HINDI
BUMI TAW

Maghanap ng maganda.
Look at the brighter side.

01
Papakawalan mo ba ang maganda? 

Kung pakiramdam mo ay bibitaw ka 
na, mag-isip ka lang ng bagay na kasing 
ganda “niya”. Yung mga tipong alam mong 
mapapasaya ka dahil sa mga simpleng 
bagay. Yung sigurado na makakakuha ka 
ng lakas para lumabas ng comfort zone 
mo at magpakabida. Kung nanlalabo 
na ang paningin mo sa paghahanap ng 
katotohanan, ‘wag agad dumiretso sa EO. 
Isipin mo na pagsubok lamang ‘yan na 
kailangang lagpasan, na para bang chapter 
na natatapos tuwing magbabasa ka ng 
isang nobelang trip mo- tulad ng wattpad. 
Natatabunan lamang ng kaisipang “ayaw 
ko na” ang apoy diyan sa puso mo.

Bumalik sa umpisa.
Back to zero.

02
Kung sa tingin mo ay susuko ka na, 

bumalik ka sa umpisa. Balikan mo ang 
mga panahong masaya ka pa; noong 
mga panahong desidido at masaya kang 
nakapasok dito. Pagmuni-munihan mo din 
naman kung bakit ka ba talaga pumasok 
dito, kung ano ba talaga yung purpose mo 
para magbuwis-buhay. Panghinayangan 
mo ang mga panahong ginugol mo dito 
sa loob ng akademya, kung sa tingin mo 
ay pagliliwaliw lang ang tinuonan mo ng 
pansin sa cadetship mo. Isipin mo ang 
mga panahong masasayang lamang 
dahil inayawan mo na. Isipin palagi kung 
para saan pa ang mga araw at gabing 
nagpakahirap at nagpakapagod ka kung 
bibitaw ka rin pala.

Isipin mo siya.
Think it over.

03
Maghanap ka ng inspirasyon para 

magpatuloy dito sa akademya, bakit, pag 
inspirasyon ba infatuation agad ang bida? 
Hindi lang naman ikaw ang naghirap, dahil 
kung sa tingin mo ay sagad ka na, mas 
mahirap pa ang naranasan diyan nina Sir at 
Ma’am; parang level mo sa Tekken na kahit 
kalianman ay ‘di nataasan ng 1st dan ang 
Tekken Overlord (lakas ng logic ko ‘diba?).

Kinaya nga nila, bakit hindi mo kaya? 
Walang dahilan para sumuko. Nakapasok 
ka sa isang bantog na akademya at walang 
duda, hindi ka makukuha kung hindi mo 
kaya. God put you in here because of a 
purpose, kaya mag MOB ka muna. Isipin 
mo rin ang mga inspirasyon mo sa labas 
ng akademya; tulad nina ermats at erpats 
, isama mo narin sina frenny at my heart 
belongs to you na atabs. May mga taong 
naghihintay sa iyong pagbabalik. Ang 
pamilya mong sabik na sabik kang makita 
ay todo suporta sa iyo at paniguradong 
naipagmalaki ka na sa buong barangay 
niyo, mga barkada, pati siguro sa kung 
sinu-sinong kilala at nakikilala nila. There’s 
no reason giving up.

Cdt 3C Collyn Kae Panganiban Cdt 3C Jan Malic Sinogba
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Huwag kang maghanap ng iba.
Never give up.

04
Kapag pumapasok sa isip mong gusto 

mo nang bumitaw, kumapit lang kahit 
para bang mamamaltos na ang kamay 
mo sa pagkapit; huwag na huwag ka 
ring humanap ng iba kung sa tingin mo 
ay nanalalamig na. Parang PFT lang ‘yan, 
may katapusan ang paghihirap ipasa mo 
lang . Huwag kang humanap ng pamalit 
mo. Labanan mo ang mga salitang “ayaw 
ko na” o kaya nama’y “’di ko na kaya”, kasi 
kaya mo pa. Hindi solusyon ang pagpapalit 
ng pangarap dahil lamang sa iniisip mong 
hindi mo kakayanin. Ang pinasok mo ay 
hindi biro, simula pa nang nangako ka 
sa harapan ng mga magulang mo na isa 
ka nang pagmamay-ari ng gobyerno at 
‘di na ng sarili mo (reception rites). Kaya 
seryosohin mo! Huwag mong ipakita na 
nanghihina ka, dahil walang tutulong 
sa’yo kundi sarili mo. Tulad nga ng sinasabi 
nila na pretend to be strong when you’re 
weak and when you’re strong, pretend to 
be weak. Kung sa tingin mo ay underdog 
ka, magpaka-superman ka, superman 
na kayang lumutas ng problema kahit 
mala-kryptonite pa ni Lex Luther ‘yan. 
Pakatatandaan, kalbo pa rin siya, at may 
buhok ka na.

Huwag mong isiping pagod ka na.
Don’t think too much.

05
Ang pagod ay nasa isip lang, at madalas 

nating sabihin ‘to tuwing roadrun. Kung 
ayaw mong mapagod, huwag ka mag-
isip. Pawis lang ‘yan, napupunasan. Isipin 
mo ang mga bagay na maidudulot nito 
sa iyo. Huwag magpadala sa pagod, pero 
kung pagod ka na talaga, magpahinga 
ka lang pero ‘wag kang susuko. Hindi ka 
pinalaking duwag; isipin mong kakayanin 
at tatapusin mo ang pinasok mo, nagiging 
lihis man ito sa iyong kalooban, tutunan 
mo itong panindigan at mahalin kung 
kinakailangan. Pakatandaan na ninais mo 
rin ‘yan, at ninais mo ‘yan dahil may mga 
prinsipyo kang pinaghahawakang ikaw 
lang ang tanging nakakaalam.

Matutong maghintay.
Wait until you become.

06
Hindi lahat nadadaan sa santong 

paspasan. Hindi ka si Vin Diesel. Dahan-
dahan lang, kasi masaklap masaktan ng 
biglaan, parang sa kanta ni Sarah Geronimo 
na “Ikot-Ikot lang”, hayaan mong umikot 
sa iyong mga palad ang mga problema 
hanggang matsempohan mo ang tamang 
panahon sa paglutas nito ng isa-isa. May 
mga bagay talagang pinaghihirapan, pero 
tulad nga ng sabi nila, “Mas mahirap, mas 
masarap- ang kamit na matatanggap”.

Panindigan mo siya.
Finish what you’ve started.

07
Para saan pa at bibitaw ka? Para saan 

pang nahirapan at pinagpawisan ka na? 
Nasaktan ka na hindi ba? Sulitin mo na! 
Pero huwag kang mag-alala, hindi kita 
ineengganyo maging isang ganap na 
masokista. Lagi mo lang kasing isipin na 
matatapos din ang mga araw na binubuno 
mo para sa karelaxan; matatapos din ang 
sakit na madalas mong dibdibin tuwing 
ikaw ay nag-iisa’t naliliwanagan. Isipin mo 
na lang yung mga taong sumuporta sa’yo 
at patuloy na sumusuporta sa’yo para 
makapasok at makapagtapos ka dito sa 
akademya.

 Living your life is different from having 
a life to live, and, living a life out of choice 
is a thousand much worse than a deadly 
mortal sin. So live your life to its fullest! And 
keep seeing your dreams transform into a 
reality.
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Para kang WEP.

Paasa always.

C-21186

Sana sick call ka nalang.

Ng masabi ko lahat 

ng nararamdaman ko 

sayo.

C-20144

Road run ka ba?

Kasi umaga hapon at 

gabi naiisip kita.

C-21227

Ang pag ibig mo sakin ay parang paglilinis ng center isle.

10 counts lang nasa kabila na.
C-22200

Sana hanging bars nalang ako.

Kasi kahit anong sakit na, patuloy ka paring kumakapit.
C-21069

Mahirap ang Bahasa.

Pero mas mahirap 
ang umasa. Selamat 
Melam!

C-22109

Formation ka ba?

Kasi kahit ayaw 
ko wala akong ma 
gagawa.

C-21154
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Condensada ka ba?

Kasi gusto kitang 

ipalaman sa puso ko.

C-21186

Mess Hall ka ba?

Kasi araw araw kitang 
gusto puntahan.

C-20231

DR ka ba?

Pag nakikita kita 

lumalakas ang tibok 

ng puso ko.

C-20096

Pards, ikaw ba ‘yan?

Aha! Ikaw na nga 

ang mamahalin ko 

habang buhay!

 
C-20161

Buti mamamayang Pilipino ka.

Kasi handa akong ibigay ang lahat pati ang buhay ko.
  C-21076

Ang pagiging kadete ko 
ay parang pag hinga.
Bakit ko ititigil kung 
alam kong hindi ko 
kaya. 

C-21076

Kadete ka ba?
Kasi boto ang parents ko sayo.

C-20183
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In the Soldier’s Heart
1C Yane

Between the islands of Mindanao and Borneo,
The largest and northernmost island of Sulu archipelago
Deployed a young man and a brave soldier named Miko,
A highlander with the blood of a warrior and a true hero.

Quitting, deserting, nor retreating never existed in his vocabulary,
Fight for the right--- serve the many

Integrity and loyalty were primary in his priorities
To his beloved country, the one he first to marry.

He was indeed a lionhearted man,
Fear no one, such a courageous combatant

Inclined to reside in the depths of the mountains ---rain or shine,
Just to secure your life and mine.

Day and night he dressed up in camougreen and and combat shoes,
Surviving each day from the sun’s scorching heat 

And moments of bitter cold
Battling from afar where there’s no one to hold.

Longing for love, togetherness and peaceful comfort,
Happiness with loved ones, how he wished he could

Everyday was a battle, everyday he must be bold,
Gaining strength from the family and protection from the Lord.

He would fight up to the end for it was his vow,
To the country he married, there’s no going back now
If to die was his fate meaning there’s no time to waste,
To God he prayed for his family, God’s sustaining grace.
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Cyerza

I badly wanted to write about you. 

I want to write about the new things that I have 
learned from you. 

I want to write about the songs that you are 
listening from your playlist right now.

I want to write about the dreams that you wish to 
achieve later in your life.

I want to write about the jokes you have shared with 
me during those times that sadness engulfs me.

I want to write about the promises you told me, 
because of course, I believed in you with all my 

heart.

I want to write about your secrets, your feelings, 
your stories, your frustrations, your hopes, your 

goals, your future.

I want to write about your future, that you said you 
wanted me to be part of…

But honestly, I am truly afraid to write about you.

I am afraid that if I write about you, it will be too 
much hard for me to forget you.

I might hurt myself again just to cling onto you.

I might go back to you again with all the shattered 
pieces of my heart and offer them to you.

I might risk everything again and lose the courage 
that I have to move forward as I let you go.

But love, I do not know what should I do.

Because look, unknowingly, I am now writing about 
you.

I
Di natin inaasahang pagtatagpo 
Di ko akalaing magiging malabo 

Noong una ay di makapaniwal 
Sa bawat araw iba ang sayang dala

II
Nagsimula sa usapang seryosohan 

Hanggang araw-araw nang nagbabatian 
mga araw na noo’y puno ng kwentuhan 

inaabot ng magdamag ang usapan 

III
Sa mga panahon ng aking kalungkutan 

Di ko akalaing ako’y sasamahan 
ika’y nagsilbing matibay na sandalan 

salamat noon ako’y di mo iniwan

IV 
Sa kabila ng aking mga pagkukulang 

di ka nagsawang ako’y iyong pagbigyan 
Hatid ay labis-labis na kalungkutan 

Kapag umabot na ‘di kita masumpunga

V 
distansyang napakalayo ng pagitan 

‘Di mahagkan sa oras ng kalungkutan 
tanging tiwala na lang napanghawakan 

Sa mga araw na ‘di kita mahagkan

VI 
Sa mga pagsubok na ating nalagpasan 
may mga pangyayaring ‘di maiiwasan 
matapos ang mahaba-habang kulitan 
nauwi na ang lahat sa mga tampuhan

VII 
Sinta anong nangyari satin’g dalawa 

Di na ba talaga maisasalba pa 
Masasayang alaala ng kahapon 

Kay sarap balikan, ang hirap itapon

VIII 
paalam sayo sinta’t sa alala 

tayo’y maghihiwalay ng mapayapa 
tanging masayang gunita ang pabaon 

dasal’t pasasalamat sa panginoon

Lalabindalawahing Tula ng Pasasalamat at Paalam ni Lolo kay Lola

WRITING ABOUT YOU

by: lolo-batchoy
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SIMULA
Silent Voice

Sinimulan mo sa’’ kamusta ka?’’

Sinagot ko naman ng “ayos lang ikaw ba?”

Kinuha mo ang loob ko para mapalapit tayo sa isa’t isa. 

Di ko inakalang ganun mo kadaling makukuha 

aking tiwala.

Simulang pag-uusap na nasundan pa,

Naging magkaibigan tayong dalawa,

Hanggang sa sinabi mong “gusto kita”

“Ay hindi pala, mahal na kita”

Sayong sinabi ako’y di makapaniwala.

Ako ay nabigla,

Kaya’t di ko napigilang pagtawanan ka.

Pero bakit tila hanggang simula ka lang,

Ang iyong mga sinabi’y di mo mapanindigan?

Kung kailan nahulog na ako sayo’y tsaka mo iiwan 

Sana, sana di mo nalang sinimulan 

para di mo ko nasaktan. 

At di ko maramdamang ako’y iyong pinaglaruan.

Totoo ngang lahat ng bagay may limitasyon.

Maging ang paglalagyag sa aking imahinasyon,

Na nagbabakasakaling mabago pa ang ating sitwasyon.

Na baka sakaling bumalik sa akin ang iyong atensyon.

At nagkamali ka lang ng desisyon.

Ngunit tila sadyang mapagbiro ang tadhana.

Dahil pinaglaruan tayong dalawa.

Sapagka’t ang simula mong “kamusta ka?”

Agad mong tinapos sa salitang “paalam na”.
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Binibining Tenyente

by: 1C Yane

Kami ay mga babaeng di pangkaraniwan,

Katawan ay batak, kasabayan ay mga kalalakihan

Sa mundong pinasok na walang pinipili,

Anuman ang iyong kasarian.

Katangiang taglay,

Pansamantalang pinahihimlay

Hinubog ng panahon,

Sa loob ng apat na taon.

Pawis, pagod, luha at dugo 

Naging puhonan,

Tibay ng damdamin

Sa sarili kami’y nakikipaglaban.

Taas noo naming tinanggap bawat hamon ng buhay,

Buong tapang naming itatayo bandilang sagisag ng bayan

Iaalay yaong buhay sa lupang sinilangan,

Handing magserbisyo kahit kaninuman.

Sa kabila ng pinapakitang kisig at katapangan,

Mananatili parin kaming nasa hanay ng mga kababaihan

Di kami naghahangad ng espesyal na turing,

Ginagawa ng iba, ay ginagawa din naming.

Nagsanay at naghirap,

Maabot lang ang pinapangarap

Tinanggap ang buhay ng pagkakadete,

Ngayon kami’y handa nang maging mga binibining tenyente.
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Behind Kalasag:

T R U T H
S E E K E R

For many years, the corps publication 
has been the artist who illustrates the 
image of the academy, the author of the 
different stories that build the institution. 
The product is called journalism.

Firstly, journalism is the instrument that 
is used to awaken the cadets of the realities 
of the world. It is the firm belief in the 
power of freedom of expression, the bridge 
that connects the gap between cadets and 
the society. How? Members of the Corps 
Publications conduct an investigation and 
create a report of world affairs. This report 
includes general events and challenges, 
political concerns and even fashion trends.  
In addition, the Corps Publications knows 
that the power of journalism comes from 
people’s right to voice their opinion. Today, 
they depend on media for all forms of 
information and updates. It means, that 
the media can make or break its vital role 

Cdt 2C Khadaffie M Kulong
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in the democratic practice of the country.  
As members of the school publication, the 
cadets have to:

• Comprehend the importance of 
journalism and its effect on themselves 
and the country.

• Make sure that the people become 
aware of their rights.

• Secure public safety, and reduce 
exposure of the country to several 
forms of risk.

Secondly, the cadets of the Philippine 
National Police Academy (PNPA) are 
future vanguards of democracy. Their role 
is to serve the people through sincere 
and accurate information sharing.  As the 
key bearer of truth, cadets are bound to 
safeguard the important resource of the 
country – society. Before leaving the walls 

of the academy, there is a need to pursue 
and religiously practice accessing reliable 
sources of information so that the best 
decision, which would govern them, is 
made.

Lastly, we, cadets who are members of 
the Corps Publications, define journalism 
as an independent monitor of power that 
provides voice to the voiceless.  Journalism 
is a tool that will enhance our leadership 
and ability to influence people, positively 
and proactively.  Powerful people often try 
to get away with bad doings. If journalists 
were unavailable to expose them, those 
powerful people would just get away with 
their crimes. We have to remember that 
most people in the world are not powerful. 
Yet, they have the important stories, and 
their point-of-views matter a lot. Let us 
be the ones to give those people their 
individual voices.
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